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CONCWSION 

As A.F . Davies has observed : "Conviction l ies in the detail" . It 

is only in the detail of struggle that the N. S. W. B. L. F . ' s "new concept 

of unionism" can be discerned and it is in this "new concept" that the 

answers to the questions posed in the Introduction can be found . 

By what criteria does one evaluate revolutionary actions in a non 

revolutionary situation? An obvious response is to examine what the 

protagonists themselves believed to be important. Jack Mundey claims 

that " the concept of the social responsibility of l abour" was the Union ' s 

greatest contribution to revolutionary strategy. Joe Owens argues that 

the Union ' s act of "breaking down the false distinction between us and 

them . .. . [and] extending the union to the community" was the major 

achievement . Bob Pringle believes that " the revolution that went on in 

people ' s minds" was what counted . 

The Union ' s actions can be evaluated on two levels . Firstly the 

threat they posed to Capital and the consequent response from the ruling 

class; and secondly the mobilising effect they had on the Union ' s 

membership and on other radical movements in Sydney at the time . 

Of the wide range of tactics employed , the activities of the Union 

most threatening to the employers were encroachment strategies such as 

union hire and work- ins ; demands for workers ' cnntrol; demands for 

permanency; attempts to regulate the industry through the monitoring of 

safety procedures ; election of safety officers; election of foremen ; 

the pre-meditated destruction of non-union construction ; the use of 

vigilante gangs; the use of guerri l la tactics such as the breaking of 

concrete pours; and the refusal to abide by Industrial Court decisions . 

However the most important and most obviously revolutionary action taken 

by the union was to impose the green bans and to defend them physically. 

Here , the employers ' prerogative was not being encroached upon; it was 

being totally denied . 

The force of the ruling class response indicates the extent of 

the threat to capital posed by the Union . The sharpest responses were 

the lock- outs ; the arrests ; the a l legations of corruption; the calls 

for Royal Commissions; the Parliamentary attacks; the physical assaults ; 

the attempts to enforce a no-strike clause ; the deregistration threats; 

the incessant media attacks; and finally the employers ' support for 

Gallagher during Federal Intervention . 

In relation to its membership, the Union ' s mobilising effect was 
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spectacular . For the rank and file builders labourers , the l eadership ' s 

policies which encouraged real participati on in the decision-making 

process elicited a remarkable response . Continuall y , mass meetings of 

B. L. F. members voted to impose green bans in support of environmentalist 

objectives or to aid some oppressed group - women , prisoners , aborigines, 

homosexuals and migrants . They denied themselves work opportunities in 

pursuit of these policies . Not even during the recession of late 1974 

o r under the pressure of Intervention did mass meetings vote to lift 

green bans . This rank and file support for the green bans was partly a 

resu l t of respect for the leadership , but it also reflected the leader

ship ' s success in educating the members on issues such as the environment , 

women ' s rights and racism . There was a broad strategy of opposing 

bou r geois ideology on all levels . Economic demands were being 

supplemented by political demands . Trade union consciousness was becoming 

revolutionary consciousness . The class of itself was becoming the 

class for itself. 

For the Union ' s other supporters the B. L. F. had become a rallying 

point - a symbol of working class revolutionary potential. The green 

ban movement had a style and spirit of hope essential for the success of 

great missions . It was a truly counter- hegemonic movement . Cne of the 

Union ' s great achievements was that , despite a hostile media , they 

managed to communicate to others what the green ban movement was about . 

This was partly because of the ability and " star quality" of the 

leadership but also because , unlike other unionists whose media stance 

is mostly geared towards either their membership or their opposition 

(the employer) , the B.L. F . leadership were essentially concerned with 

enlightening the public . And their message came across . 

So , in evaluating the Union ' s threat to Capital and its mobilising 

capacity , I have already answered the next question which is : "Were the 

B. L. F . revolutionary? " They were . 

In analysing whether revolutionary unionism is possible I have 

argued that those factors which normally inhibit revolutionary unionism 

may always have been historically present but need not necessarily be 

so. I claim that the B. L.F . successfully overcame those inhibiting 

factors . By pol icies such as limited tenure, temporary organisers , non 

payment of officials during strikes, tying the officials wages to 

B. L.F . awards, and democratic decision making procedures , the leadership 

obviated the dangers of the " iron law of oligarchy ". By refusing to 

fraternise with employers ; to dress differently from the membership , to 
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accept "respectability" or the "perks" of office they avoided co-option. 

By vigorously opposing demarcation disputes they negated much of the 

force of sectionalism and by raising the consciousness of the members 

on issues unrelated to their own employment they broke free of 

restricting "economism" . 

Further I argue that simply BECAUSE the B. L.F. was a union as 

opposed to a vanguard party it had the advantage of conforming to exist

ing social patterns , and therefore was able to espouse revolutionary 

philosophy without appearing alien . To Australian workers a vanguard 

party is a somewhat alien experience - a militant trade union , no matter 

how radical, is part of their historical tradition . 

Finally, on the question of whether the B. L.F . was destined to be 

destroyed I have to answer "yes" . Though they made minor tactical 

errors their eventual defeat was not the result of the leadership ' s 

mistakes. A revol utionary union operating in a non-revolutionary 

situation cannot remain so. In the existing climate of conservative 

Australian trade unionism and especially because of the lack of support 

of the other building unions , the outcome was inevitable . They could 

either draw back from their revolutionary position (i . e. lift the green 

bans) and become like the rest of the trade union movement , or they 

could be annihilated . 

The Union refused to alter its green ban philosophy even under 

extreme pressure from the employers , the State Government , the police, 

the established trade union movement , the other building unions and the 

Federal body of its own union . It was therefore destroyed . 

The employers would not have been satisfied with " lifting just a 

few bans". It was a situation of either total victory or total defeat . 

The leadership consciously chose the course it did . They could have 

given in under pressure just as other unions have done in order to retain 

the structure intact. Some socialists argue that revolutionary 

organisations have a duty to survive . There is no point in survival if 

the philosophy has been deserted and only the shell remains . 

It is probably stretching a point to make the equation , but just 

as Marx ' s attitude to working class struggle was changed by the .events 

of the Paris Commune ; and just as Lenin ameliorated his views on 

revolutionary unionism after the 1905 Revolution; so did many particip

ants and observers change their views on the possibility of the existence 

of revolutionary trade unionism as a result of the N. S . W. B. L. F. ' s 

activities during the early seventies . I was one. 
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1981 . 
Glenys Page , 24 January 1978. 
Viri Pires , 30 November 1976 . 
Graham Pitts , 2 May 1980. 
Bob Pringle , 8 March 1978 . 
Janne Reed , 18 April 1978 . 
Brian Rix , 20 December 1977. 
Mick Ross , 29 July 1977 . 
Dave Shaw, 7 August ' l977 . 
Trevor Steyne , 15 March 1980 . 
Wendy Stringer , 5 March 19~8. 
Lyn Syme , 20 April 1978 . 
Johnny Whitehouse , 15 March 1980 . 
Duncan Williams , 25 February 1976 . 
Robyn Williams , 20 April 1978. 
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(ii ) N. S . W. B. L. F . Female Office Staff 

Robyn Cockayne , 25 January 1978 . 
Jenny Healey , 25 January 1978 . 
Carol Kalfates , 25 January 1978 . 
Judy Mundey, 13 March 1978. 
Paula Rix , 25 January 1978 . 

(iii) Other Building Industry Unionists 

Glen Batchel or , (Plumbers & Gasfitters ' Employees Union of Australia , 
Sydney Branch , Organiser) , 14 December 1980 . 

Mick Boyle , (Operative Stonemasons Society of Australia , Secretary , and 
Building Workers ' Industrial Union of Australia , Organiser, and 
former l y Operative P l asterers ' and Plaster Workers ' Federation of 
Australia) , Organiser , 29 January 1981 . 

Bob Bryant, (Plumbers & Gasf i tters ' Employees Union of Australia , 
Western Australian Branch, Organiser) , 10 July 1981. 

Jack Cambourn , (Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen ' s Association of 
Australasia, Federal Secr etary) , l February 1979 . 

George Crawford , (Plumbers & Gasfitters ' Employees Union of Australia , 
Vi ctorian Secretary and General Secretary) , 20 January 1981 , 8 April 
1981 . 

Peter Lane , (Plumbers & Gasfitters Employees ' Union of Austral ia , Sydney 
Branch , Secretary , formerly rank and file militant in P . G. E. U. A. ) , 
19 May 1981. 

John Rose , (Plumbers & Gasfitters Employees ' union of Australia , 
Victorian Branch, Organiser) , 7 March 1981. 

Dick Whitehead , (Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen ' s Association of 
Australasia , N. S . W. Branch, Organiser) , 8 June 1980 . 

Digby Young , (Australian Workers Union , N. S. W. Branch, Organiser) , l March 
1979 , 20 June 1980 . 

(iv) Other 

Anonymous Source , (Senior Building Industry, Employers ' Organisation 
Official) , 10 July 1981. 

Laurie Aarons , (Communist Party of Australia , General Secretary) , 28 
December 1977. 

Wendy Bacon , (Libertarian, Victoria Street Residents ' Action Group), 
16 January 1978 . 

Sid Davis , (Sydney Trotskyist) , 8 August 1979 . 
Murray Geddes , (Coalition of Resident Action Groups) , 23 January 1981. 
Janet Hancock, (Secretary to Pat Cl ancy , B. W. I . U.) , 24 May 1981. 
Jack Kreger , (Australian Telecommunications Employees Association , N. S . W. 

Branch , President) , 25 July 1980 . 
Rod Madgwick , (Barrister for N.S . W. B. L. F. ) , 21 December 1977 . 
Ian Millis, (Victoria Street Residents ' Action Group) , 6 February 1981. 
Les Robinson , (A. B. L.F ., South Australian Branch Secretary , installed 

by Federal A. B. L.F . as N. S. W. Secretary) , 20 February 1978 . 
Roelof Smilde , (Libertari an , Victoria Street Residents ' Action Group), 

11 March 1978 . 
Jimmy Staples , (Barrister for N. S . W. B. L. F . ) , 26 July 1975 . 
Pete Thomas, (Journalist, Writer , Raconteur , and C.P . A. member), 

25 June 1980 , 16 January 1981 . 
Mick Tubbs , (Canmunist Party of Australia , Organiser) , 26 October 1977 . 
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(b) Conducted by Pat Fiske 

Steve Black , (Present Secretary, N. S . W. B. L. F . ) , 1979 . 
Bob Petty , (N . S. W. B. L.F . member) , 1980 . 
Bud Cook, (N .S . W. B. L.F. member) , 1979 . 
Vic Fitzgerald , (Federal Assistant Secretary , Federated Engine Drivers 

and Firemen.' s Association) , 1980 . 
Tom Hogan , (N . S. W. B. L. F. member) , 1979 . 
Keith Jessop , (N . S . W. B. L. F. Returning Off icer) , 1976 . 
Ralph Kelly , (N . S .W. B. L. F . member) , 1979 . 
Mick McNamara , (N . S . W. B. L. F . member ), 1976 . 
Joe Owens , (N . S. W. B. L. F . member) , 1980 . 
Ray Rocher , (Senior Official , Master Builders ' Association ), 1980. 
Lor ne Webster , (Inspector , Department of Labour and I ndustry) , 1979 . 

V SPEECHES , LECTURES , AND INTERVIEWS ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

A. B. C. Radio , " Lateline", Interviews with Jack Mundey and Jimmy Reid , 
20 May 1975 . 

A. B. C. Television , " This Day Tonight", 2 November 1972 . 
A. B. C. Television , " Monday Conference" , September 1971. 
Jack Mundey , " Jobs for Use Not for Waste", Australian Conservation 

Foundati on Seminar , 11 September 1977 . 
Interview with Prof . Colin Hughes from Au stral ian Public Figures on Tape : 

Jack Mundey , University of Q.ieensland Press , St Lucia , 1974. 
Joe Owens , Speech, Communist Party of Australia Function , 2 November 1975 . 
Bob Pringl e , Lecture , Macquarie University , 1975 . 

VI NEWSPAPERS 

.Adelai de .Advertiser , 6 September 1973 . 

.Adelaide News , 25 May 1973 ; 31 August 1973 . 
Age , January 1970-March 1975 . 
Albury Mail, 22 August 1974 . 
Armidale Express , 13 J uly 1973 . 
Australian Financial Review, January 1970- March 1975 . 
Brisbane Telegraph , 26 November 1971; 3 April 1973 ; 24 and 29 May 1973 ; 

23 and 24 September 1973 . 
Broken Hill Miner , 6 February 1973 . 
Broken Hi ll Truth, 22 December 1972 . 
Canberra News , 12 March 1973 ; 23 May 1973 . 
Canberra Times , 24 September 1964 ; 17 November 1972 ; 25 October 1973 . 
Central Western Daily , 30 May 1973 . 
Champion Post (Parkes) , 1 June 1973 . 
Coff s Harbour .Advocate, 9 August 1974 . 
Daily Mirror , September-December 1964; January 1970-March 1975 . 
Daily Telegraph, January 1960-December 1975 . 
Gl en Innes Examiner , 30 July 1974 . 
Grafton Examiner , 22 December 1972 . 
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Hobart Mercury, 26 August 1972 . 
Illawarra Mercury, 13 October 1972; 25 May 1973 ; 17 January 1974; 8 May 

1974 . 
Inverell Times , 26 July 1974. 
Labor Press, 9 September 1971. 
Launceston Examiner , 26 August 1972 . 
McNamara Papers (Newsclippings , unable to be properly identified because 

of probl em of differing editions) 
Manly Dail y, 23 May 1974; 25 May 1974 . 
Melbourne Herald, 3 April 1973 ; 10 , 26 and 30 October 1973 ; 9 November 

1973; 9 February 1974 . 
Melbourne Sun-News Pictorial, 23 , 27 and 29 October 1973; 6 and 7 November 

1973 ; 21 August 1974 . 
Murwillumbah Daily News , 3 November 1973 . 
National Times , July 1971- July 1981 . 
Nation Review, 8 September 1972 ; 13-19 September 1974. 
Newcastle Morning Herald, January 1970-March 1975. 
Newcastl e Sun , 9 and 16 October 1972 ; 1, 2 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 15, 21 , 27 , and 

29 November 1972 ; 21 December 1972 ; l March 1973; 6 April 1973; 
24 May 1973; 26 October 1973; 16 January 1974 . 

News-Weekly , 10 October 1973 ; 26 June 1974. 
Northern Star (Lismore) , 17 and 22 May 1974; 15 and 28 August 1974 . 
Passing Show, 10 October 1978 . 
Record (Grenfell), 9 February 1973. 
Sun , September-December 1964; January 1970-March 1975 . 
Sunday Observer (Melbourne), 25 August 1974. 
Sun-Herald, January 1960-March 1975 . 
Sunday Telegraph, January 1960-December 1975 . 
Sydney Morning Herald, January 1980-July 1981. 
The Australian , September 1964-July 1981 . 
The N. S . W. Buil ders ' Labourer , (appearing frequently with slight variations 

in title), December 1961- December 1974 . 
The Review, 3 October 1971. 
The Singleton Argus, 7 August 1974 . 
Tribune , August 1961-August 1975 . 
Vanguard, June 1971-March 1975 . 
Western Advocate (Bathurst), 3 June 1974 . 

VII PERIODICALS 

A. B. L.F. (Victorian Branch) , Unity, December 1966-March 1975. 
Australian Elecronics Engineering, August 1974. 
Australian Left Review, 1966-1981. 
Bulletin, 24 March 1973; 29 September 1973 . 
Cleo , January 1974 . 
Gay Liberation Press , No. 3, September (1974?) . 
Rydge ' s Construction , Civil Engineering and Mining Review, September 1971-

July 1973 . 
Scope , 25 October 1973; 27 June 1974 . 
Scrounge , No . 1 (June 1973?) ; 31 May-14 June 1974. 
Socialist Comment and Review, Sydney, 1 June 1945. 
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VIII THESES AND OTHER UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS 

Geoff Anderson , The Builders Labourers ' Federation of N. S . W.: A Study 
of a Militant Union , B.A. Honours Thesis , Government Department , 
University of Sydney , 1971. 

P. Clancy , "The Formation of the Socialist Party of Australia", Paper 
I 

Communists and the Labour Movement Conference , August 1980 , 7~ 
roneod . 

Caroline Graham , Anatomy of a Revolutionary Union : A Post Mortem on the 
B.L.F . 1968-1975, B. A. Honours Thesis , Government Department , Univer
s i ty of Sydney , 1975 . 

Michael Eyers , " The Sydney Property Boom", Paper, Class Analysis 
Conference , 1977 . 

Angus Mcintyre , " Jack Mundey ", n . d . , 48pp. typed . 
Rod Pickette , Rank and File Organisation in the N. S . W. Power Generation 

Industry : With Particular Reference to ECCUDO, B. Ec . Honours Thesis , 
University of Sydney, 1975. 

IX ARTICLES 

(a) By Builders Labourers 

Anon ., "Violence is a Bosses ' Weapon", The Builders Labourer , n.d . (est . 
mid 1972) . 

Bud Cook, " A Real (Estate) Scandal", Builders ' Labourer , February 1969. 
Bud Cook , " Time for a Clean- Up ", The Builders ' Labourer , July 1970. 
Tony Hadfield , " Union Hire" , The Builders Labourer , August 1973 . 
Tom Hogan , " Sackings Didn ' t Stop Them ( It Was the Foremen Who Were 

Outside Looking In) ", Tribune , 15-21 February 1972 . 
Ralph Kelly , " She ' s all in Mate", Builders Labourer , March 1970. 
Jack Mundey , " Fine Service from Jack and Char lie", The Buil ders Labourer, 

February-March 1968. 
Jack Mundey , " Job Activity the Key", Builders Labourer, December 1968 . 
Jack Mundey , " Demand for the 70s : Narrow the Gap", The Builders Labourer , 

December 1969 . 
Jack Mundey , "Great Strike Proved our Fighting Ability", Builders ' 

Labourer, July 1970 . 
Jack Mundey, " Our Strike Proves they Fear Workers ' Action Most", The 

Builders ' Labourer , July 1970. 
Jack Mundey, " Rattling the Employers", The Builders ' Labourer , July 1970 . 
Jack Mundey , " Towards New Union Militancy", Australian Left Review , No. 26 . 

August-September 1970 . 
Jack Mundey , " Interview with Jack Mundey", Austral ian Left Review, No. 32 , 

September 1971. 
Jack Mundey , " Strangling the Unemployment Ghost", Shelter (Australian 

Department of Housing) , Vol. 1 , No. 3 , October 1973 . 
Jack Mundey, " Ecology , Capitalism , Communism", Australian Left Review, 

No. 51 , May 1976. 
Jack Mundey , " Urbanisation : A Challenge to Socialism", Australian Left 

Review, No . 54 , (1976?) . 
JackMundey, " Beyond B. L. F .: One Industry , One Union", Sydney Morning 

Herald, 10 March 1981 . 
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J . B. Mundey, " Australia : Progress and Difficulties of the Trade Union 
Movement" , World Federation of Trade Unions Journal , October 1971. 

Joe Owens , "Does Arbitration Have any Future?", The Bu i lders ' Labourer , 
March 1970 . 

Joe Owens , " Some Highlights of a Strike that Made History", The Builders ' 
Labourer, July 1970 . 

Joe Owens , " S . P . A. ' Analysis ' of Builders Laborers : Mind - bending Distortion" 
Tribune , 19 August 1975 . 

Joe Owens , " The Vig i lantes", The Builders ' Labourer , July 1970. 
Bob Pringle, " War on Pollution Not on People", Bu ilders ' Labourer , March 

1970 . 
Bob Pring le , " The Black Awakening" , Builders ' Labourer , 1972 . 
Bob Pringle, "Consumerism; It ' s No Way to a New Society", National Times , 

18- 23 October 1976 . 
Bob Pringl e , Jack Mundey and Joe Owens , Submissions to Habitat Australia : 

Social Displacements in the Inner Cities , November 1975 , 3lpp. roneod . 
David Shaw , "Crisis in the Concrete Jungle", International Socialist , 

No . 8 , Autumn 1979 . 

(b) Feature Articles in Media 

Douglas Aiton , " The Mavericks", Age , 2 February 1974 . 
David Armstrong , " Rank versus File", The Australian , 1 October 1973 . 
Terry Blake , "Frail Old Men Shake Leichhardt", The Review , 22 October 1971. 
Michael Coper and Robert Hayes , " How to Hush Up a Scandal", Sydney 

Morning Herald , 11 July 1973 . 
Walter Crouch, " Some Bl ack among the B. L. F . Green " , Sydney Morn ing Herald, 

12 November 1974 . 
Ian Dick , " Full Payment for Accidents?", Sydney Morning Herald , 14 May 

1971. 
Paul Gardiner , " The Rise of Jack Mundey ' s trendy Union - with Clarrie 

O' Shea ' s Help", Australian Financial Review, 8 June 1973 . 
Paul Gardiner , " Union Power and Developers (once naughty words ) Beat 

the Bad Old Days", Australian Financial Review, 7 June 1973 . 
Geoffrey Geghorn , "The best steak is tenderised : Norm Gallagher on strikes 

and J . Mundey", National Times , 10 December 1973. 
Alan Gill , " Unions Usurp Moral Right of Church", Sydney Morning Herald , 

23 September 1972 . 
Ken Gott , "The Left Revisited ", National Times , 25-31 May 1980. 
Catherine Harper , "The N. S . W. Liberal Duel: Dowd v . McDonald", Sydney 

Morning Heral d , 28 May 1981. 
John Hurst , " B. L. F . Loses a Round at O:nega", National Times , 8 - 14 February 

1981. 
Richard L ' Estrange , " The Make - or- Break Men", The Australian , 27 February 

1981. 
Marion Macdonald , " Developers Make Him See Green", The Bulletin , 12 May 

1973 . 
Jim Macdougall , " Town Talk", Daily Mirror , 13 December 1972 . 
Peter Manning , " Look Back in Anger ", The Bulletin , 13 July 1974 . 
Dennis Minogue , " Portrait of a Militant", The Australian , 5 September 1972 . 
Dennis Minogue , " The Green Revolution Gets a Strong New Voice", Age , 

8 February 1974 . 
Lance Norman , " B. L. F . Outflanked at the Rocks - forward defences 

crumbling", Austral ian Financial Review, 18 October 1973 . 
Gavin Souter , " Sacking the Boss", Sydney Morning Herald , 28 July 197 3 . 
Gavin Souter , " Steering Clear of Green Bans", Sydney Morning Herald , 

25 January 1974 . 
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Gavin Souter , " The Glut in Skyscrapers" , Sydney Morning Herald , 7 September 
1971. 

Neal Swancott , " Builders Will Not Knock History", The Australian , 
January 1972 . 

P . J . Young, " The Last of the Tall Buildings? ", The Australian , 13 May 1980 . 

(c) Primary Source Articles 

Anon . , " Black Moratorium: Thousands Act For Black Rights", Tribune , 
18-24 July 1972 . 

Anon. , "Construction Unions Plan Hot Year for Employers", Rydge ' s 
Construction , Civil Engineering and Mining Review, 1 November 1971. 

Anon . , "Disintegration of Communists Causing Industrial Havoc" , Rydge' s 
Construction , Civil Engineering and Mining Review, 1 September 1971. 

Anon ., "F lame Interviews Bob Pringle of the B. L. F . ", Flame Magazine, 
Vol. 2 , No . 9, (1973?) . 

Anon. , "If You ' re In Trouble Ring The Union" , Foundation Day Tharunka, 
2 August 1973 . 

Anon ., "Sacked , But Worked On", Tribune , 25-31 July 1972 . 
Anon . , " The Anatomy of a Political Strike", Rydge ' s Construction , Civil 

~gineering and Mining Review, July 1973 . 
Wendy Bacon , " They huffed and they puffed and they blew doors down", 

The Living Daylights , 8-14 January 1974 . 
Graham Campbell , "Meeting At tracts Union Support", &l.ucation (Journal 

of the N. S . W. Teachers ' Federation), 19 June 1974. 
John Clare, " A Day in the Life of a Radical or Two" , Flame Magazine, 

Vol. 2 , No . 10 , (1973?) . 
Grant Evans , " Don ' t Knock the Rocks" , The Living Daylights , Vol. 1 , No. 3 , 

30 October-5 November 1973. 
Denis Freney , "Challenging Architecture's Subordination to Profit", 

Tribune , 12 August 1970. 
Denis Freney , " Builders Labourers Fight Back", Tribune , 30 October

s November 1973. 
Jeff Hayler , " Because it ' s a Christian College", Arena , Vol. 6 , No. 8, 

July 1973 . 
John Morris, Jack Mundey and David Griffin, "Preservation of Old 

Buildings", current Affairs Bulletin, Vol. 50 , No . 7 , December 1973. 
Stephen Myers , "The Fig Street Fiasco", Tharunka, 9 October 1974 . 
Alec Robertson , "Guilty Companies Ruining Historic Land", Tribune , 

12 August 1970. 
Pete Thomas , " Why They ' re Attacking the Builders Laborers ' union" , 

Tribune , 26 May 1971 . 
Pete Thomas , " Brothers , Sisters and the Kids When the B. L. F. Meets", 

Tribune, 17 June 1970. 

(d) Secondary Source Articles 

Eric Aarons , " As I Saw the Sixties", Australian Left Review, No. 27, 
October/November 1970. 

Laurie Aarons , "Viewpoint", Australian Left Review, No. 37 , October 1973. 
Gordon .Adler, "The IWW and the Fight Against Imperialist War", Socialist 

Worker (Aust . ), No. 4 , Winter 1978 . 
V. L . Allen , "Trade Unions in Contemporary Capitalism", The Socialist 

Register , 1964. 
v. L. Allen , "The Centenary of the British Trades Union Congress 1868-1968", 

The Socialist Register, 1968. 
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APPEND I X A 

Prefiguration and Realpol i t ik: The 1950s 

The N.S. W. Builders Labourers ' Federation is one of Australia ' s 

oldest unions , being formed in the 1870s when it was known as the 

United Labourers . In 1912 it changed its name to the Builders Labourers ' 

Union , and in 1926 joined with l abourers ' unions in other states to 

become the Australian Builders Labourers ' Federation . 

During the 1930s the Union in N. S . W. was under "centrist" leader

ship . It was the second world war that dramatically changed the nature 

of both the building industry and the unions involved . 

Union membership was low because the industry itself was at that 

point after the depression fairly stagnant and the scattered nature of 

small job- sites throughout the state made organisation difficult . One 

old builders labourer even described the Union in 1941 as "not a 
'abl • • II l vi e organisation . During the war years, this low membership led to 

the two main unions in the building industry , the Builders Labourers and 

the Building Workers Industrial Union (B. w. I. U.) , discussing proposals 

for amalgamation . However , the large amount of construction work under

taken by the Allied Works Council and the introduction of compulsory 

unionism greatly increased the membership of both unions and so 

amal gamation plans were dropped . 

After the war, the Union became known for the rough behaviour and 

corruption of many of its officials. In Jack Mundey ' s opinion the Union 

became "close to being a criminal outfit 11 2 and those who were members of 

the Union at the time such as Les Robinson and Harry Connell remember 

many incidents of bashing and intimidation . 3 These conditions were not 

well reported, and the evidence exists mostly in the memories of those 

who survived them . Martin reminds us that firm evidence of corruption 

or violence in union affairs is hard to come by. 4 The reason much of 

this chapter is based on oral evidence is because as successive leader

ships came to power in this period , the previous administration would 

" burn the books" leaving no printed trace of their corrupt practices and 

little joy for later researchers . 

Although much of what follows comes from interviews with people 

opposed to the Thomas, Foster, Bodkin regimes , there is little need to 

1 Keith Jessop, interviewed by Pat Fiske , 1976 . 
2 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
3 Interview: Les Robinson, 20 February 1978; and Harry Connell, 

12 February 1978. 
4 Ross M. Martin , Trade Unions in Australia, pp . 58 and 129-30 . 
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doubt their word . 

I have never heard of any builders labourer ' s attempt to defend 

the record of the l eadership in the 40s and 50s, neither have the 

leaders nor their families ever sought to clear their names despite 

written allegations of brutality and corruption. For instance , in an 

official Union publication in 1973 , Pete Thomas wrote of the 1950s : 

"In those days, the union in N. S.W. was controlled by a bloody-minded 

rightwing group, operating by standover practices . To oppose those who 

were then in charge was to invi te a bashing". 
5 

The view that the 

l eadership of the forties and fifties was also extremely conservative 

as well as corrupt is reinforced by the B. W. I.U. ' s claims that : " In the 

late forties and early fifties .. . the buil ding unions . .. came out jointly 

and called on B. W. I.U. members to remove the militant leadership of 

the B. W. I.U . 116 

It is a l so important to note that reports of this period do not 

differ in details or analysis , even from observers who are now ideolog

ically opposed to each other such as Jack Mundey and Les Robinson . The 

picture as it emerges from retrospective accounts is as follows . 

Mundey claims that Fred Thomas , who became Secretary in the late 

1940s had only been "a short time in the B. Ls " . He proceeded to build 
7 

around himself a coterie of "stand over men " and "thug types ". Les 

Robinson describes Thomas as " just a crook 118 and Mundey says that 
9 

symptomatic of the period is an anecdote "Speed " Morgan loves to tell 

about how it was his job to turn off the lights during the meetings 

whilst the others used to "slip in and bash up the militants " . In this 

period , Thomas installed Jack Williams as Federal Secretary . Williams 

was an ex-sergeant of police who had left the force to buy a hotel in 

Moree . He became Federal Secretary without working one day as a 

builders labourer . Many members of the Union in that period allege 

that Thomas and Williams did not just employ physical intimidation. In 

collusion with the employers they arranged for militants to be driven 

5 Pete Thomas, Taming the Concrete Jungle, p . 65 . 
6 Building Industry Branch of the Socialist Party of Australia, Six 

Turbulent Years , p . 11 . 
7 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
8 Interview: Les Robinson, 20 February 1978 . Mundey enlarges upon this 

statement by describing how "Thomas was kicked out of the Fire 
Brigade for thieving the hose ". 

9 "Speed" Morgan is so named because of his alleged practices as a 
professional cyclist . He was sent by the N. S . W. right. wing to 
Tasmania to "stop the Left there " (Mundey, 13 August 1975) . He was 
Tasmanian secretary of the B. L.F. until his death in 1980 . 
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off buil ding sites and denied jobs around the city .
10 

It was commonly known that the leadership bribed men who were not 

builders labourers to go to Union meetings by offering "eit her a few 

quid or a free beer ". They would issue these men with a "ticket " and 

. h . k h d h . ll 1 . h retrieve eac tic et at teen oft e meeting . It was on yin t e 

late 1950s that this practice was eventually halted by the militants in 

opposition who were then able to outnumber the leadership grouping even 

with their false members. 

The expansion of the building industry and the growing influence 

of the Communist Party amongst the rank and file led to a strengthening 

of the opposition within the Union . 
12 

A Rank and File Committee was formed as a result of a dispute over 

wet weather at the Dunl op Tyre Factory in 1951 . Prominent Communists , 

Joe Ferguson , Les Robinson and Don McHugh are mentioned as being among 

the founders of the Rank and File Committee .
13 

There seems general agreement that the C. P. A. was an important 

element in the Rank and File struggle . Laurie Aarons perhaps puts it 

most strongly when he claims ! "There wouldn ' t have been a sustained 

campaign against the gangsters if it hadn ' t been for the Party - there ' s 

no doubt about that " . Aarons added that the C. P. A. ' s struggle against 

the corrupt leadership had been "more or less continuous " from the 

forties onwards and that "it was the Party and virtually only the Party 

involved 11
•

14 

The Builders Labourers ' Federation was particularly important to 

the C . P . A. because the other main union in the building industry , the 

Building Workers Industrial Union , was led by C . P .A. member Pat Clancy 

who was fighting both deregistration and the formation of the "scab " 

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners. Aarons explains , "it 

was important to strengthen the Party position as a whole ... in such an 

important industry ". 15 Joe O.,,ens points out that the C. P .A. had strength 

10 Interviews: Don Crotty , 7 March 1978; Harry Connell , 12 February 1978 ; 
Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 

11 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
12 The conditions which brought about the changes in the Union are more 

extensively discussed in chapters 3 and 10 . 
13 Interview : Les Robinson , 20 February 1978 . 
14 Interview : Laurie Aarons , 28 December 1977. Al though this is a 

natural claim for the secretary of the C. P. A. to make, I have never 
heard anyone deny this claim . 

15 Interview : Laurie Aarons, 28 December 1977 ; Also a very influential 
publication within the C. P . A. at the time emphasised the need to win 
leadership of trade unions, Lance Sharkey , The Trade Unions , pp. 12-13 . 
Although originally published in 1942 , the booklet was reprinted seven 
times in the 1940s and 1950s. 
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nationally in the building unions at the time , mentioning Gerry Dawson 

from the Queensland B. W. I . U. and Paddy Malone and (later) Norm Gallagher 
. h . . 16 h . . h h in t e Victorian B. L.F. However t ere is no evidence tat t e C. P . A. 

ever planted cadres in the B.L.F . in the fifties or later . 

Cl ancy was respected by the junior militants in the B. L.F . and 

regarded as "almost a father figure 11
•

17 
He gave encouragement and 

advice to them in their work of organising amongst the rank and file .
18 

C. P. A. policy s i nce 1951 had involved united front tactics with 

other unionists , "even with the Groupers ", in order to obtain common 
19 

goals . Consequently , although the Communists were the largest 

grouping , the Rank and File Committee contained many non-Communists . 

Tom Hogan describes the Committee as a "loose coalition of forces 11
,

20 

and Mundey describes it as "diverse and broad 11
• The Committee produced 

Hoist, a regular roneod news sheet which was widely distributed , and 

started to organise members to attend the monthly branch meetings and 

pass resolutions that would force reforms in the Union and the building 
21 industry in general. Mundey claims that the majority of workers at 

the Branch meetings "were now sincere , not necessarily militant , workers 

opposed to the corrupt Thomas leadership ". 
22 

Possibly under this sort of pressure , Thomas responded by burning 

the minute books and a llegedly absconding with {8,601. 
23 

This coul d 

not be proved however and the Rank and File decided to write the loss 

off as "experience " and set about the task of winning the leadership . 

" Banjo " Patterson , who had worked with Thomas, became acting 

Secretary after Thomas and , according to Jack Mundey, "moved to the 

left" and this consequently l ed to a "breakthrough " for the rank and 

f · 1 24 
i e . 

Even though there were some of the old leadership remaining, the 

Rank and File had high hopes for the 1958 election. However yet 

another setback for the Rank and File occurred . Another non- labourer , 

in fact an S . P . bookmaker, from an old Labor family in Newtown , 

W.F . (Bill ) Bodkin , "came from obl ivion " as a candidate . A fel low 

16 Interview: Joe Owens, 24 January 1978 . 
17 Ibid . 
18 Interview : Laurie Aarons , 28 December 1977 . 
19 Alistair Davidson , The Communist Party of Australia , p . 139 . 
20 Interview : Tom Hogan , 28 October 1977 . 
21 Keith Jessop, interviewed by Pat Fiske, 1976 . 
22 Interview : Jack Mundey , 12 July 1975 . 
23 Ibid . No reports in media . 
24 Interview: Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
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bookmaker , C. D. Water , was elected returning officer at a huge Branch 

meeting . He won by 230-170 . There were more postal votes from the 

South Coast than there were members and all were fil l ed out and posted 

at the same time. 25 The inevitable occurred and despite the fact that 

the Rank and File were widely expected "to clean up " , Bodkin romped 

home . There was a move to challenge the ballot from the Rank and File 

and also from Stan Winter , an independent right-wing candidate . The 

"left", however , being ideologically opposed to court-controlled ballots , 

decided not to go ahead with the challenge but to begin building up the 

Rank and File to win the 1961 elections .
26 

Paul Gardiner , writing in 

the Financial Review referred to the "Bodkin Regime " as being , "an 

inheritance of the 1950s": 

There are still dark mutterings about the regime , all of them 
probably libellous . .. 27 

The Rank and Fil e in this period gained "many hundreds of 

supporters in the inner city". Men like Mundey and Bert McGill were 

"paid off 11 28 by Rank and File collections , 

for weeks at a time to go round Newcastle , Wollongong and city jobs , 
delivering Hoist , getting to know workers and getting them along to 
meetings .... We controlled every monthly meeting in that period and 
the decisions were just ignored . 29 

The Bodkin-Sheean regime evidently resorted to very much the same 

tactics as Thomas had used . 30 Because the Rank and File put so much 

emphasis on gaining majority decisions at the Branch meetings the 

leadership responded by deliberately misleading the membership over 

meeting dates and times by inserting contradictory advertisements in 

the Sydney Morning Herald , but this ploy was mostly foiled by the 

vigilance of the Rank and File . 31 If it was not for the existence of 

Rule 13 which states that each state branch "must hold an ordinary 

meeting at least once each calendar month" it is very likely that Bodkin 

25 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
26 Ibid . 
27 Paul Gardiner, Austral i an Financial Review , 8 June 1973 . 
28 "Paid off " is an expression used to describe the action of paying a 

rank and filer his usual wage to temporarily undertake union work . 
29 Ibid . Don Crotty describes how his job Yoeman ' s Construction at 

Double Bay, a large (13 s torey) job with 47 labourers , collected 
significant amounts of money for the Rank and File because every 
labourer contributed . 

30 Alleged by Les Robinson , "they used thugs to biff blokes "; Don Crotty, 
"we were shouted down at meetings "; and Don McPhee, "it was a known 
fact that tickets were given away for the price of a drink" . 

31 Tribune , 16 August 1961 . 
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would have ruled totally by executive fiat . As it was the excessive 

secrecy of the Bodkin clique was counter ed by imaginative and harrassing 

tactics on the part of the Rank and File . During Executive meetings 

Mundey and others would wait outside the meeting room and demand to read 

h . h . 32 t e minutes as soon as t e meeting ended . 

Robinson claims that the Rank and File , under Mundey ' s influence , 

became one of the first groups in the trade union movement successfully 

to use pressure- group tactics . Apart from the monthly meetings he 

mentions "catching the Secretary in the pub during working hours " (one 

of the Rank and File ' s criticisms was Bodkin ' s continual drunkenness) , 

"forcing the leadership into silly errors", and "building a self

supporting organisation that [politically] conscious rank and ·file 

Builders Labourers were really proud to be in ". 
33 

Rank and File meetings used to be held in various places , sometimes 

in Hyde Park or in Hotels such as the Great Western , the Town Hall or 

the Grand . These "vigilante" meetings would be attended by job reps 

who would be paid by the workers on the job-site out of their own wages 

to attend the meeting . 

Being a militant delegate or job rep in those days was hard work . 

As well as being under constant attack from both the boss and the 

Union , morale on many jobs was very low . Tom Hogan describes how he 

was elected delegate on one of the biggest jobs in town , the Hotel 

Menzies : 

Just after I was transferred to the main contractor , the delegate 
pissed off with the dough. I was elected delegate - men regarded 
me with suspicion then - it turned out that the last three delos 
had shot through with the subs . 

He pointed out that , although there were 120 Builders Labourers on the 

job their politics and activity were totally bound by the confines of 

that job.
34 

Lack of support from the Union over many years had led 

militants and non-militants alike to adopt self - survival tactics 

restricted to their own particular situation. It was only the exist

ence of the Rank and File committee which enabled militants such as 
35 

Tom Hogan , Don McPhee and Don Crotty to become involved outside of 

32 Interview: Jack Mundey , 3 April 1978 . 
33 Interview: Les Robinson , 20 February 1978. Robinson adds that "the 

development of the Rank and File movement was one of the highlights 
of the Builders Labourers Federation and it developed people for 
later on ". 

34 Interview: Tom Hogan , 28 October 1977 . 
35 Both McPhee and Crotty describe how they became involved in Rank and 

File activities through the encouragement of men like Mundey and 
McGill . Other Rank and File activists at this time were Kevin 
Gledhill, Peter Smith, Harry Connell, Steve Cleary , Darcy Duggan and 
Jack Dempsey . 
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their own jobs . Although many Rank and File activists were in the 

C. P . A. , there were still many militants whose ideol ogy was from the 

C. P. A. point of view, basical ly unfor med , "they had union consciousness 

but no political consciousness ... the only thing they had in common was 
36 

a tendency to get sacked ". To a less determined bunch their task 

would have appeared overwhelming . 

The Bodki n leadership , secure behind a strategy of r i gged meetings 

and ballots , indulged in all sorts of petty tyrannies and minor lurks . 

Ralph Kelly claims they extorted money from workers , particularly 

migrants, whom they referred to as "wogs " . ·rhey would demand 11 for 

the right to work or they would put the worker off the job (with the 

employer ' s co- operation) . There was also a story at the time that 

bosses would look out the window and say "oh God , here comes Stan Winter 

[union organiser] ... get a spin out of petty cash and shunt him off ". 

Kelly maintains the organisers picked up a is note from each job and 

worried about the saf ety conditions "or anything else". 
37 

never 

Even the l argest job in Sydney , the Opera House , was totally 

ignored: 

The leadership had no contacts on the job ... never came near you . . . 
the only time you saw them was when you paid your dues ... and when 
you went down to the Trades Hall all you saw were standover men 
with bodgey tickets - they were not builders labourers(38) they 
were obviously a straight out bunch of gangsters . You coul d see 
them hanging around the Clubs at the Cross . 39 

The fai l ure of the Bodkin leadership to undertake normal Union 

business is nicely exemplified by one of the few official Union files 

to escape the successive burnings . The file on Builders Labourers ' 

Federation disputes decisions under the Conciliation and Arbitration 

Act contains five cases covering the period 1943-1961 and 42 between 

1961 and 1969 . 
40 

A closer survey of three of these pre- 1961 disputes 

shows : 

(1) Builders labourers at Clyde Oil Refinery having a lunch-time payment 

suddenly rescinded and the employer ' s action being upheld by the 

36 Interview: Darcy Duggan , 12 July 1977 . Tom Hogan adds "the industry 
was such that if you opened your mouth you ' d be fired - so al l 
militants ended up on about 100 jobs a year ", a slight exaggeration . 

37 Interview: Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 
38 It was pointed out to me that the industry was very small at the time 

and because there were not many job-sites around , it was much easier 
to identify a non- builders labourer . 

39 Interview: Don McPhee, 6 December 1977 . 
40 A. B.L.F. (N . S . W.) Documents : Fi le , Decisions : Disputes, n.d . (1943-

1961) . 
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Board of Reference , although the decision does continue "if the 

employer has been in the habit of making some payment to the 

Builders Labourers because they are working in company with other 

employees receiving the payment , you might like to consider whether 
41 it is a wise practice to make a change " . 

(2) Builders labourers working for Kell & Rigby , s tr i pping formwork 

in a 16" space where it was "necessary for the men to v.0rk lying on 

their backs and on rough ground ", were awarded a special rate of 

7~d an hour instead of the claimed 1/6. 42 

(3) Builders labourers working for Civil & Civic on Blues Point were 

denied the same height allowances as the carpenters on the same site 

even though it was acknowledged that builders labourers were "more 

exposed to the e l ements than are carpenters and joiners , in as much 

as they frequently work on the extremities of each floor ". 43 

With decisions such as these it is no wonder that conditions for 

builders labourers remained appalling. Safety , especiall y, began to 

loom large in many job disputes . As buildings became higher the 

accident rate soared . There were many deaths in the industry. 

Safety was non-existent . .. the D. L. I. [Dept of Labour and Industry] 
were meant to check safety precautions but there were very few 
prosecutions . Builders flouted safety regulations ... we lost a lot 
of time just to get handrails or overhead protection.44 

The practice of dogmen "riding the hook " because employers ' 

refused to hire two dogmen for each crane , led to an estimated dozen 
45 deaths a year during the 1960s . 

These sorts of practices were encouraged by the meanness that the 

tender system of contracting engendered . Another practice commonly 

associated with tender contracting was "body hire ". To avoid payment 

41 The Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1904-1956, Board No. 33 of 
1958 : In the Matter Builders ' Labourers (Construction on Site) 
Award: A dispute between DA Constructions - and - the Australian 
Builders Labourers ' Federation 27 February 1958 . 

42 The Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1904-1956 , Board No . 119 of 
1958 : In the Matter of Buil ders ' Labourers ' (Construction on Site) 
Award : A dispute between Kell and Rigby Pty Ltd and the A. B. L. F . 
1 September 1958 . 

43 Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904-1960: A. B. L .F . - and - Civil 
& Civic Pty Ltd : N. J . Hoad , Conciliator 5 June 1961 . 

44 Interview : Don Crotty, 7 March 1978 . 
45 Paul Gardiner , "Union Power and Developers (once naughty words) beat 

bad old days " The Australian Financial Review, 7 June 1973; and also 
John Martin, executive Director of the M. B.A . (N . S . W. ) letter to the 
Editor , Austral i an Financial Review, 2. June 1973 . 
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for idle labour in wet weather , or for public holidays and other 

award-fixed working conditions , the contractors would employ men under 

a one hour hire and fire rule . This money- in- the -hand mentality was 

always one of the Rank and File ' s main attacking points and eventually 

led to thei r "Civilize the Industry" campaign in the 70s . 

Other problems most frequently mentioned were the fly -by-night 

contractors and the difficulty of getting a job in the first place . 

Mundey says "workers buy the local paper at anything up to 3 or 4 

o ' clock in the morning ... and then tramp round the streets looking for 

the next job 00
•

46 
He explains that he found this personally distasteful 

and he could see also that the most active fighters against this sort 

of degradation were the Communists. Like many others at this time he 

was drawn towards the Party. " I think had I at that time met people 

from other organisations who impressed me like the Communists I would 

h . . h .. 47 . . . . ave Joined t em . Tom Hogan describes a similar experience : 

the thing that made me join t he C. P. as a very humble member of it 
was the fact of the hard work . . . the hours that fellows were 
prepared to put into it . They were giving the real leadership on 
those jobs . There seemed to be Communists and Communist detractors 
.. . the people I had been warned against were the people I felt 
closest to - Jack, Bert McGill , Joe Ferguson , Kevin Gledhill and 
Harry Connell . 

He agreed that "what the bosses were doing to us " was the reason that 

militancy was bound to arise , "I think it was the reason a person like 

Jack was thrown up in the first place - and others after him ". 48 

Although taller buildings brought worse accidents they also 

brought about conditions whereby it became easier for the Rank and File 

to organise . Builders labourers became clustered in large groups 

instead of being spread out through cottage building in the suburbs. 

Many of the early large buildings were concentrated around the Quay 

area, in particular the Opera House , the A. M.P., British Tobacco , 

Goldfields House and the State Office Block. This led to large numbers 
49 of builders labourers drinking and talking together in the Quayside pubs . 

There were other technological reasons50 why builders labourers 

began to see more of each other at work , and hence socially. A 

46 Quoted in Caroline Graham , Anatomy of a Revolutionary Union : A Post 
Mortem on the BLF 1968-1975 , B.A. (Hons) thesis , University of 
Sydney , 1975. 

47 Interview: Jack Mundey , 3 April 1978. 
48 Interview : Tom Hogan, 28 October 1977 . 
49 For a full discussion of the way the boom in the C.B. D. changed the 

character of the industry see chapter 10 . 
50 See chapter 10 . 
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camaraderie grew up amongst the builders labourers of the fifties and 

sixties that was vital to the success of the Rank and Fi l e commi ttee 

and later to the defence of the Green Bans . 

One of the first successes engendered by these new conditi ons was 

the election at a branch meeting in February 1960 of two temporary 

organisers from the Rank and File committee. Several months before , 

Communist activist Bert McGill had been elected at a General Meeting of 

the Branch. Mundey reports the vote as being 39-36 . The Executive 

sacked McGill as soon as the Branch meeting ended . Because "anti

communism was r ife at the time" , McGill did not persist but during the 

next month he came to terms with "independently worried " non-Party 

l b f h l k h · b . 51 h. . b . a ourers rom t e arge Stoc Exe ange JO - site. T is JO - site 

included Mick McNamara . Don McPhee describes the February Branch 

meeting ~ 

There was a big roll-up . Mick [McNamara) brought about twenty 
bodgies , that is long-hairs , down from his job and was talking 
very militant. McGill and Williams [a Bodkin nomination] stood 
for organiser and McNamara threw his name up . McGill saw the 
light and said ' Alr ight this city ' s getting bigger - you ' ll need 
more organisers. Instead of going for one we ' ll go for two ' . 52 

A motion calling for two organisers was passed and in the ensuing vote 

McGill and McNamara were elected and Williams was defeated . Although 

McGill was a Communist , McNamara a twenty year old , "left- A. L. P. " 

member was a "cleanskin " and Mundey believes his nomination was totally 
53 

spontaneous . The two were sacked the next day by the leadership so 

the same thing happened the foll owing month at the branch meeting. 

McGill became known as "Knockout" McGill because workers believed that 

every time they elected him, the Executive would "knockout" him. 

The March general meeting of the Branch ended at 9 . 50 p . m. and at 

10.05 p . m. the Executive Committee began a special meeting . The 

Executive decided not to act on the decisions of the earlier general 

meeting .
54 

The main decision had been the re- appointment of McGill and 

McNamara . 

This time the Rank and File decided to take the matter to the 

Commonwealth Industrial Court . Eventually the court ordered the 

51 Interview : Jack Mundey , 20 June 1978 . 
52 I nterview : Don McPhee , 6 December 1977 . 
53 Interview: Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975. The following account of 

the events leading up to the 1961 election are all from the same 
interview. 

54 Daily Telegraph , 7 April 1960 . 
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Executive to implement the decision of the general meeting . The 

judges pronounced : "We think it is clear that the decisions of the 

general meeting prevail over those of the executive committee ". The 

Court ordered Bodkin and the Executive to recognise McNamara and 

McGill as Branch organisers and to pay three quarters of the legal 

costs of McNamara (the applicant) . 55 

The Sydney newspapers heralded this triumph for the Rank and File 

by concentrating on McNamara ' s extreme yout h . The Telegraph headlined 

"At 21, He is Youngest Trade Union Official " and quoted him as saying 

that he would work as an organiser before deciding which political 
. . 56 party to Join. 

McNamara believes the Bodkin leadership deliberately set out to 

capitalise upon his youth and inexperience : 

They made life difficult for us . They sent Bert [McGill) who was 
experienced out to the Cronulla sandhills to keep him away and me, 
who was inexperienced , into the City . They hoped I ' d chuck it.57 

This situation was discussed with the older militants in the Rank and 

File and McNamara gained in confidence and experience . Then the 

Executive decided to move McNamara out of the City . At this arbitrary 

act , "eight or nine big jobs stopped and marched on the office". They 

caught the officials in the pub and unceremoniously discussed the 

problem with them. McNamara reports that he was immediately sent back 

h C
. . 58 tote ity as organiser . 

The election of two Rank and File organisers certainly helped 

both morally and organisationally and the Rank and File set about 

attracting supporters for the 1961 elections. However majority decisions 

made at the Branch meetings were still being ignored . Hundreds of rank 

and filers would turn up at the meetings and because the Bodkin group 

no longer had sufficient money to bribe enough people to win votes they 

used other tactics instead. The President , W. Sheean, would "chair " the 

meetings starting with a drunken report from Bodkin. Then whenever an 

opposition member moved that the question be put, Sheean would rule 

that the noes had it. When a division was demanded the meeting would 

break down in uproar . Sheean ' s tactic of persistently ignoring 

majority votes reduced the procedure to a farce and meetings would only 

1 ab 
. 59 ast out ten minutes . 

55 Sydney Morning Herald, 7 April 1960. 
56 Daily Telegraph, 8 April 1960. 
57 Mick McNamara : interviewed by Pat Fiske , 1976 . 
58 Ibid . 
59 Interview: Jack Mundey, 13 August 1975 . 
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The Mundey group realised that this could not go on . They were 

losing members because they could not get decisions enforced. They 

decided that more positive action would have to be taken. 

In January 1961 , a general meeting was called to endorse three 

delegates to Federal Council. 60 
It was attended by 200 Union members . 

The Rank and File prepared a circular pointing out that the move to 

appoint the Federal delegates was an attempt to delay Union elections . 

The circular advocated "throw out the officials who are bringing the 

Union into dispute ". 61 

The President , Sheean , refused to accept a point of order that 

the meeting was unconstitutional and irregular . When the Federal 

Secretary , T. Foster , who was present by invitation of the Executive, 

tried to address the meeting he was angrily received . It was obvious 

that the Rank and File had a huge majority at the meeting . Sheean 

closed the meeting and tried to leave the building "but men blocked the 
62 

doorway and he was forced back on to the platform " . Mundey relates 

his version of the events , "Bodkin kept descending the stairs and I 

kept picking him up , carrying him back and sitting him in his seat " . 

The "crim elements " ran out the back because five carloads of the 2lst 

Division arrived on the scene . The Rank and File told the police to 

stay out and went ahead with conducting their own meeting , 

it was the first democratic meeting ever held in the Builders ' 
Labourers ... we kept them [the Bodkin group] sitting in their 
seats til 10 o ' clock with the 21 Division down below ... it was 
the first time we hit the headlines . 63 

Other allegations made by the newspapers were that "during the 

wild meeting, brawls involving as many as 150 members broke out every 

few minutes ... Federal and State officials were struck by members as 
64 

they tried to bring the meeting to order " . 

Officials blamed "Left-wing factions and Cooununists 1165 for the 

disorder and Sheean announced after the meeting that several members of 

the Union would be expelled . Mundey believes that this incident was 

the turning point because the next day the rank and file held a big 

march of about 500 labourers from the Quay to the Trades Hall . 

60 Sydney Morning Herald , 11 January 1961 . 
61 Dail y Telegraph , 11 January 1961 . 
62 Sydney Morning Herald , 11 January 1961 . 
63 The headlines were "Unionists in Brawls " Daily Telegraph, 11 April 

1961; and "Uproar , Blows at Trades Hall : Police Halt Stormy Meeting 
of Unionists" Sydney Morning Herald , 11 January 1961. 

64 Daily Telegraph, 11 April 1961. 
65 Ibid . 
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Ironically , as they approached the Trades Hall , who should emerge 

out of the Bourke Hotel but a rather drunken Bodkin . The hapl ess 

Secretary was pursued down the street by a large crowd of irate 

builders labourers . The Rank and Filers held an overflow meeting in 

the main auditorium of the Trades Hall and decided to concentrate all 

their activities on removing the Bodkin leadership in the election to 

be held in September of that year . 

A high level of activity was kept up during 1961 . The first of 

the Rank and File presel ections, which later became a feature of the 

New South Wales Buil ders Labourers ' Federation was held. Any Union 

member was eligible to vote or nominate in this preselection and it was 

understood that anyone who stood for preselection and was not chosen 

would not stand against the Rank and File pre- selected candidate . 

In this period there were several other groupings apart from the 

Rank and File committee , although the Rank and File was quite clearly 

"the most coherent grouping ". It consisted as it had in the past of 

C. P . A. members , "left" A. L. P. members and non -party militants . The 

"centre" A. L. P. forces provided another faction under the leadership of 

Jack Stephensen and Terry Foster, who had moved towards the centre from 

the right. There was also a right-wing A. L. P. grouping under the 

1 d h · f · 66 h . h d f . eel h ea ers ip o Stan Winter, w o for some time a unction as t e 

ideological leader of the non- gangster right-wing . He held a certain 

amount of sway , particularly on individual jobs such as the Hotel 
67 

Chevron . This group was supported by Colbourne, the state Secretary 

of the A. L.P. and hence had the de facto official A. L. P. imprimatur. 

All these factions were opposed to the "rump" of the Bodkin forces . 

In late 1961 the Rank and File held discussions after their own 

preselection , with the "centre" A. L. P. group and in order to put 

forward the broadest possible front the Rank and File dropped sane names 

from their ticket and included some of the "centre ' s " candidates . The 

final Rank and File ticket was headed by Vince Henneberry (centre 
68 group) as President and Mick McNamara as Secretary. 

66 Don McPhee actually described Winter as " a paid organiser for 
Santamaria", (Interview: Don McPhee , 6 December 1977 . ) 

67 According to Tom Hogan who worked on the Chevron , Winter had 
remarkable control over the job. Control of jobs to the extent that 
their collective "nature" is determined by a B. L. or group of B. Ls , 
is a feature of the industry. See more in chapter 10 . 

68 Unidentified News Clipping headed "August 1961", McNamara Papers 
(see Notes on footnoting). 
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The nomination of Mick McNamara as Secretary arose out of a 

series of compromises between the various factions . There was a 

certain amount of disagreement about who should be Secretary . Les 

Robinson claims that Mundey was the obvious candidate and therefore he 

(Robinson) was opposed to McNamara ' s nomination from the start , "I 

had misgivings at the time. Most people thought Jack Mundey was the 

logical choice . But apparently they thought it was better to put Mick 

up and get the A. L. P. vote 11
•
69 

Mundey himself claims that it would 

have been "adventurist" for him , as a known communist to take the 

Secretary ' s position, 
70 

and Laurie Aarons maintains " it is not a bad 

idea, when there is a big change in a Union , to have a fairly broad 

and representative leadership". 71 

The policy of detente with non-communist "progressive" forces is 

very much the C. P. A. line of today , but it was not so then . In 1958 the 

official (1951 ) party line towards A. L. P. unioni sts had changed from 

mcderation and unity back to the intransigent stance of the late forties . 72 

73 
This hard-line period lasted from about 1959 to 1964 . 

Within the Builders Labourers however i t is obvious that the 

period of co-operation during the mid-fifties had had a lasting effect . 

Friendships had been made and bonds forged so that the Rank and File 

worked successfully even during the late fifties and early sixties . 

For one thing , they were fighting a particularly oppressive and c orrupt 

union opposition and for another, leading communists within the Rank 

and File such as Jack Mundey , Tom Hogan and Harry Connell were certainly 

not the old style communists who uncritically accepted the central 

committee ' s fluctuating policies . 

With a "broad left" Rank and File team chosen , the election 

campaign started in earnest. It soon became obvious that the Bodkin 

leadership was quite at a l oss in the credit squeeze conditions of 

1961 . Although the squeeze did not hit the Sydney building industry 

69 Interview: Les Robinson, 20 February 1978. He also claims that his 
drifting away and eventual split from the N. S . W. leadership was 
caused mainly by his objection to McNamara ' s secretaryship. Speaking 
of the 1961-63 split away of the "China-liners" he said " I think it 
started off as an industrial position over McNamara . . . we didn ' t 
oppose Jack, my argument was that Jack should take over the leadership". 

70 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975. 
71 Interview: Laurie Aarons , 28 December 1977 . 
72 For a fuller discussion of the C . P. A. see chapter 10. 
73 Alastair Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia , pp. 157-158. In 

Six Turbulent Years , p . 11 , the Socialist Party of Australia incorrectly 
ascribes popular front tactics to the C. P. A. for the entire Lance 
Sharkey era since 1949 . "This line of patient building of the widest 
possible united support for militant policies, in fact , remained the 
line of the C. P. A. up until the leadership of L. Sharkey was replaced 
by that of L. Aarons." This is merely a minor example of the S . P. A. ' s 
rewriting of history. 
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as badly as it did other cities (because of its size) , it created 

unstable conditions that the old guard was unable to deal with by their 

usual strategies . They were not getting around the job sites. Don 

Crotty believes they were probably at a disadvantage because none of 

them had ever worked on a multi-storey building whereas the majority 

of the rank and filers had . 
74 

Intimidation no longer worked as 

effectively as it had . Workers began actively opposing the Bodkin 

team at job meetings . Bob Pringle relates : 

I was on a building site when Harry Connell came and spoke about 
the election . I always remember Harry .. . there he was on his Pat 
Malone [alone] . .. a little bloke in shorts and a briefcase . He 
was confronted by these two guys - big heavy types - probably 
Bodkin and Foster . All the blokes were on Harry ' s side. 75 

In August , the Bodkin Executive attempted to deprive the member

ship of the right to elect returning officers and scrutineers by 

changing meeting dates and failing to advertise for the election of 

these officers . The Rank and File displayed its usual initiative by 

holding a meeting in the absence of the Executive and elected a 

Returning Officer, Les Robinson, and two scrutineers, Brian O' Shea and 

Harry Connell . 

As a result of Bodkin ' s dishonest practices, a member of the 

Stan Winter ticket, Charles Leary , applied to the Commonwealth 

Industrial Registrar for a court controlled ballot . In granting this 

application Mr Justice Joske made comments that reinforce the allegations 

made by Mundey and others about the dishonesty and corruption of the 

Bodkin regime. The judgement is worth quoting at some length~ 

I am satisfied that they 
. Deprived the meeting of August 1, without justification and for 
their own purposes, of the opportunity of electing the returning 
officer and scrutineers at that meeting . 
. Left the time and place of the meeting on August 24 unstated in 
order that at a propitious moment and in their own way they would be 
able to call it and get their supporters to it so as to obtain the 
election of their own candidates . 
. Again for their own purposes , did not give proper notice of the 
meeting on August 22 . 
The conclusion at which I arrive is that they are thoroughly 
untrustworthy persons . 76 

Ballot-rigging , as a final way out for Bodkin, was eliminated and 

the die was cast . At the election the entire Bodkin grouping was 

defeated. 

74 Interview: Don Crotty , 7 March 1978. 
75 Interview: Bob Pringle, 8 March 1978 . 
76 Sydney Morning Herald , 22 September 1961 . 
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With three excepti ons , the Rank and File/Centre ticket swept the 

poll for the thirteen main positions in the union . The extent of the 

landslide can be seen by the outcome of voting for the Secretary's 

position. McNamara received 720 votes and Bodkin 187 . 77 Despite this 

result McNamara still maintains that the ballot was interfered with 

b h 
. . . 78 ecause t e voting was inconsistent . 

Jack Mundey was one of the three beaten members of McNamara's 

ticket. He received 442 votes and came ninth out of sixteen candidates 

for the six organisers ' positions. He ascribes his defeat more to 

. . h b 11 . . 79 " Ev h h lled anti-comrnunism tan to a ot-rigging : en t oug I trave 

furthest and had been most active I got beaten. I think it was because 

I was a known Communist. 80 
It was an anti-Communist vote ." It may 

have been partly an "anti-communist" vote but it was very much a C. P. A. 

inspired victory. Both Aarons and Robinson maintain that , although 

objective conditions were ripe for a change , it was the organisation 

of the communists that allowed it to happen. It must be remembered that 

the Party had not split then . It was larger and more powerful within 

the trade unions . Pat Clancy and the B.W. I . U. were in support, many 

other N. S.W. unions were on side and even Norm Gallagher had sent up 

financial aid from Victoria. 

The delicate manoeuvring that had taken place between the 

Communists and the left-A . L. P. members was to become a feature of B.L. F . 

leadership throughout the sixties. Although Caroline Graham claims 

that McNamara ' s nomination was the result of a tacit agreement in the 

Rank and File that the membership would not accept overt Communist Party 

leadership
81 

much of the delicacy of the situation was not engend ered 

from within the Union but from without . The bitter divisions within 

the Labor Party were responsible for most of the problems presented 

during the actual campaign. McNamara was accused by Jack Kane of the 

D. L.P . of standing on a unity ticket with McGill . He challenged the 

A. L. P . to act on the "revelation 11
•

82 
The situation necessita ted the 

77 The N. S . W. Builders Labourer , Vol . 1, No . 1 . 
78 Mick McNarnara: interviewed by Pat Fiske, 1976. 
79 One of the other defeated candidates was Keith Jessop , also a 

Communist . 
80 Interview: Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
81 Caroline Graham , op. cit., p . 7 . 
82 Unidentified News Clipping headed "October 1961", McNarnara Papers . 
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production of tickets from McNamara and the other A. L. P. members 

advocating the election of only A. L. P. members . This enforced 

duplicity caused a situation where there were four rival A. L. P. tickets 
83 

and one "rank and file ticket which had Corrununist Party support". 

The final line-up of forces in the new leadership was described 

by Mundey as one right- winger , Stan Winter , four centr i sts and sixteen 

Rank and Filers . President was Vince Henneberry; Vice President, 
. . . 84 d . J . B. Williamson; Trustees , R. Prendergast and T. Austin; Guar ian , 

J.H . Stephensen; and Treasurer , M. Lynch . Maurie Lynch actually 

defeated the incumbent Federal Secretary of the Union , T. J . Foster , 

for the position of Treasurer by seventeen votes . 

The new officials took office with l9 in the bank and debts 

amounting to iis,ooo. 85 It was not an auspicious beginning. 

83 Unidentified News Cl i pping headed " November 1961", McNamara Papers . 
84 Theo Austin was described by Mundey (13 August 1975) as " an old 

fence sitter from the Bodkin era" . 
85 Unidentified News Clipping headed "November 1961", McNamara Papers . 
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APPENDIX B 

Consol idation : 1961- 69 

I n November 1961 the Rank and File team took "office" and 

discovered t hat the departing right- wing had left as its legacy the bare 

minimum of bureaucratic information , little or no industrial organi s 

ation , no office staff and burnt minute books. As Bob Pringle describes 

i t "the Union was on its arse". 1 

The N. S. W. branch of the B. L. F . was to embark on its rebui l ding 

process in an Austral ia- wide atmosphere of industrial stagnation and 

wi th a mixed team of C. P. A. and A. L. P . member s at a time when both 

parties were suffering uncertainties within their own ranks and towards 

each other . The Union ' s struggl e for financial solvency , improved 

status and industrial militancy must be viewed in this light . 

As Rawson points out , the late fifties and early sixties were less 

marked by serious industrial d i sputes than any other period for half a 
2 

century. It was not that unions were in an unfavourable tactical 

position . Both domestic and external markets were running high and the 
3 demand for labour was strong . 

Factors which contributed to the low level of industrial disputes 

were the re l ative affluence of the fifties ; social and technol ogical 

changes which profoundly affected class attitudes among workers ; the 

intensification of the Cold War and the resulting low profil e adopted 

by domestic Corrununists; and most importantly , the threat ( implied and 
4 actual) of the penal powers. 

In 1956 the Menzies government overcame a High Court ruling against 

penal sanctions under the Conciliation and Arbitration Act , by replacing 

the old Arbitration Court with an Arbitration Commission and an 

Industrial Court . After that there was no doubt about the Court ' s 

authority to jail those who refused to obey its orders , and to fine 

workers who went on strike or officials who advised them to do so. 

The A.C. T. U. Congresses of 1957 and 1959 condemned the new 

legisl ation but neither took nor advised direct action to counter the 

clauses . James Hagan believes that the A. C. T. U. probably reacted mildly 

because employers ' organisations heeded its warnings and in the fifties 

l Interview : Bob Pringle , 8 March 1978. 
2 D. W. Rawson , Labour in Vain?, p . 96 . 
3 Ian Turner , In Union is Strength, p . 110. 
4 For a full discussion of the effect of t he Penal Powers on the union 

movement in general see J . Hutson , Penal Colony to Penal Powers . 
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did not make much use of the penal clauses. But in the sixti es they 

began to use them far more frequently. In 1967 the Court levied 
5 $10 , 000 in fines and in 1968 the total came to almost $100 ,000 . 

As will be shown , the experience of the N. S. W. B. L. F . with the 

penal clauses was typical of many "left" unions . During the ear l y 

sixties , cowed by the Court ' s ability to levy prohibitive fines on their 

already overstretched funds , and lacking the support of any gener al 

campaign of defiance by Trade Un i ons against the penal powers , the 

B. L.F. often succumbed to adverse Court decisions which later they were 

able to defy with impunity. 

The second factor of importance in an understanding of the early 

Rank and File leadership period is the way in which a delicate balance 

was maintained between the C. P. A. and "le f t A. L. P ." members of the 

Executive . 

One of the strains on this tentative coalition was the ideological 

tension being exp erienc ed by the C. P. A. as a result of the C. P. S. U. 

Twentieth Congress in 1956 . The decisions of that Congress were 

diametrically opposed to the previous " sectarianism" of the C. P . A. 

l eaders . The decision that socialism could be attained by peaceful 

methods and that each party should make policy on the basis of national 

peculiarities conflicted with the Australian party' s rigid adherence to 

Russian traditions . In attacking Stalin , Kruschev was obliquely 

attacking also the Sharkey leadership, which was essentially " Stalinist" . 
6 

At first the Party leadership followed the Chinese interpretati on 

of the Twentieth Congress resolutions . Sharkey , the Party Secretary, 

agreed with the Chinese that , whatever Stalin ' s errors, he had 

benefited communism . Sharkey also continued to guide the Party towards 

sectarianism. The 1958 C. P . A. Congress spoke of an "ever growing 

crisis", economic , political and social. Socialism, which could be 

attained only through a coercive People ' s Government , was the only 

solution to this crisis . The trade unions would be the key component 

in the people ' s movement. A genuine alliance of equals with the A. L.P . 

would depend on that party ' s prior acceptance of Marxism-Leninism as 
7 

defined by the C. P. A. This intransigent line towards the A. L. P. was 

reiterated at the following (1961) C. P. A. Congress . 

5 James Hagan , The A. C. T. U. : a Short History , p . 75 . 
b Alastair Davidson , The Communist Party of Australia , pp. 148-9 . 
7 C. P. A. , Australia ' s Path to Socialism , Sydney , 1958 . 
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By 1961 , with the Sino- Soviet split well under way , the Congr ess 

s t arted to reflect this international dissension . Sharkey , having 

moved gradual ly towards the Russ i an position , stressed unity of the 

international communist movement and attacked "leftism" as exemplified 

by Ted Hi l l , the leading proponent of the pro-Chinese stance. Hill 

emphasi zed the need for Marxist-Leninist purity and attacked moderate 

communism and revisionism . 8 This division became plainer over the 

following years , leading to Hil l ' s expulsion in August 1963 and the 

formation of the pro-Chinese Communist Party of Australia (Marxist 

Lenin i st) in January 1964 . The Central Commi ttee of this new party 

incl uded Paddy Mal one , Victorian Secretary of the B. L. F . Although the 

C. P . A. (Marxist- Leninist) never had much organisational strength in 

Sydney , what few adherents it had seemed to be concentrated in the B. L.F . 

During this major struggle , a quieter and possibly more import

ant change was taking place in the C. P . A. 9 A less dogmatic , more 

flexible , almost plural ist , version of communism was beginning to be 

espoused by Eric and Laurie Aarons . Anti-bureaucratism and democracy 

within the Party were beginning to be discussed . lO The seeds of what 

later was to be called the "Aarons l ine" were sown in the early sixties . 

There was a gradual shift of power away from the old Sharkey leadership 

and towards Laurie Aarons . 

Prompted by Labor ' s defeat in 1963 Laurie Aarons wrote an 

important pamphlet called Labor Movement at the Crossroads where he 

broke significantly from previous C. P. A. policy by advocating co-operation 
. h . . h f . 1· 11 wi t the A. L.P . in working towards t e common goal o socia ism . By 

the next Congress (1964) the Party adopted Aaron ' s viewpoint and 

rejected the "sectarian view that there is no difference between the 

Labor and the Liberal Parties". 12 

Two factors caused this change of heart . Firstly the C. P. A., 

after the Russian invasion of Hungary and the formation of the C.P . A. 

(M - L) , was at a low ebb in membership and inf l uence . Davidson reports 

a marked decrease in C. P. A. influence at the 1961 and 1963 A. C. T. U. 
13 

Congresses. Secondly , the C.P.A. (M- L) line on co- operation with the 

8 Alastair Davidson , op. cit., p . 153 . 
9 For a fuller discussion of this aspect see chapter 10 of this thesis. 

10 Eric Aarons , "As I Saw the Sixties", Australian Left Review, No. 27 , 
October - November 1970 , pp. 61- 7 . 

11 L. Aarons , Labor Movement at the Crossroads , Sydney , 1964 . 
12 Resolution , 20th Congress , Communist Party of Australia , June 1964 , 

p . 31. 
13 Alastair Davidson , op. cit., p .157 . 
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A. L. P. was rigidly confrontationist. It emphasised that communism ' s 

worst enemy was the A. L. P ., which it described as capitalism ' s second 

party. Opposition to Maoist extremism and a desire to re- ingratiate 

itself with the labour movement made the C. P. A.' s 1964 decision almost 

inevitable . 

The A. L. P . in return still retained official hostility towards the 

C. P . A. , especially in N. S. W. where the right-wing had held the Party 

bureaucracy under firm control since the split in the fifties . 14 Left

wing A. L. P. members who stood on "unity tickets" with communists in 

union elections were regularly cited and expelled. Within the B. L. F . 

the Bodkin regime had been associated with the A. L. P. right-wing so the 

A. L. P . hierarchy had little reason to welcome the newly elected left

wing McNamara team . 

It was in this extremely hostile environment that the new B. L.F . 

officials set out to overcome the effects of years of neglect. Besides 

hostility from the N.S.W. A. L.P ., they also experienced attacks from the 

Right within their own ranks , vexatious law suits from a renegade 

Trotskyist; disapproval from the Federal branch; criticism from rank and 

file Maoists ; employer-initiated harassment of union organisers and 

continuing financial problems . On top of all this, the building 

industry took much longer than other industries to recover from the 1961 

credit squeeze and Union membership reflected this slump. 

Although official C. P . A. policy in this period involved opposition 

to co-operation with the A. L. P. , the B. L. F. leadership seemed scarcely 

touched by such sectarianism. The coalition seems genuinely to have 

been a successful one . Laurie Aarons , speaking in retrospect, claims 

that the C. P . A. had no desire to change "this more or less representative 

leadership" . He denied any attempt by the Party to impose tighter 

control and claims that the Party was "happy with the Union at that 

period ". 
15 

Further evidence to justify this possibly rosy view comes 

from other people involved during the period - both A. L.P. and C. P. A. 

members . A. L. P. member Darcy Duggan remembered the Communists as 
16 "healthy for the Union - they stopped people getting too lazy". 

Pringle (A. L.P. ) referred to the "delicate balancing act" during the 
17 period and said "we all thought the same way though" . 

14 Robert Murray, The Split , p . 352 writes "The ' right ' was centred on 
N. S.W. where the A.W.U . -Colbourne alliance continued to provide a 
traditionalist anti-communist base" . He also reports that the A. L.P . 
" left" broadened with the influx of "men" who left the C.P . A. after 
1956 . 

15 Interview : Laurie Aarons , 28 December 1977. 
16 Interview : Darcy Duggan , 12 July 1977. 
17 Interview: Bob Pringle, 8 March 1978. 
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These views are reinforced by the Executive minutes . McNarnara 

and Lynch (both A. L. P . ) moved a motion in 1964 condemning the Government 

for refusing to grant visas to overseas delegates to the C. P. A. 
18 

Congress , and McNamara and Prendergast (A. L. P. ) moved that the branch 

d t 1 12 th C f 1 . . 19 SU h f ona e ~ to e .P . A. or an e ection campai gn . c acts o 

solidarity were qu i te common throughout this period. A similar 

tolerance was shown by the C. P . A. Mick Tubbs (C . P . A. ) c l aims that non 

cornmunists were brought into the leadership "because it was recognised 

they had something to g i ve" 20 Jack Mundey echoed this view in 1964 

when he congratulated Labor Party B. Ls for " carrying out the wishes of 

the members of the Union at the A. L. P. Conference. He said he 

sincerely believed in representative leadership , and that no one party 

h ld . II 21 s ou control a trade union . 

The reason for this comradel y behaviour is straightforward. 

Ideological ly and in practice very l i ttle difference existed between 

the left-A. L.P . members and the C. P . A. Many of the A. L. P . activists 

l ater joined the C. P. A.,
22 

and those who did not , continued to support 

the predominantl y C. P. A. leadership of the later period . Only Maurie 

Lynch ever turned away from the C. P . A. leadership and all claim this was 
23 for personal reasons . 

The close co- operation that was built up during the Rank and File 

period remained just as strong during the leadership days . It was 

probably this ideological closeness that led to the standard slander 
24 that Mick McNamara was in fact a secret member of the Communist Party. 

For the A. L. P. members within the B. L. F . it was their own party 

hierarchy , not the Communists , of whom they had to be wary . Mick 

McNamara had been c i ted for appearing on a unity ticket during the 1961 

Union election and he and Maurie Lynch were again cited in 1964 . 25 

After a by- election in 1962 Prendergast , Robinson and McHugh were 
26 expelled for the same offence . 

18 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 9 June 1964 . 
19 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 29 October 1963 . 
20 Interview: Mick Tubbs , 26 October 1977 . 
21 Minutes : General Meeting , 7 July 1964 . 
22 Including Bud Cook , Dick Prendergast , Les Robinson and Don McHugh. 
23 Interviews : Bud Cook, 5 March 1978 ; Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 ; 

Laurie Aarons , 28 December 1977 . 
24 Caroline Graham , op. c i t ., p . 7 . 
25 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 20 October 1964 . 
26 Interview : Jack Mundey , 3 March 1981 . Mundey claimed that Robinson 

was in fact a dual card holder at the time . 
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The C. P. A. members of the leadership were much better organised 

than were the A. L.P . or non-party members . Rank and file communists 

stil l remained active i n support of the leadership ' s policies. One of 

the longest and most militant job- sites during the period, the State 

Off i ce Block, had "quite a few C. P . members amongst the labourers and 

carpenters" . 
27 

"Good organisation", "hard work" and "mobile 11 28 were 

some of the descriptions used by non- communists about the Communist 

group in the B.L. F . when explaining the attraction this group held for 

the membership. Mick Ross claims that most of the C. P. A. influence was 

wielded at the monthly B. L. F . Branch meetings which in that period were 
29 well attended , "a hundred at least". Certainly the minutes of 

Branch meetings , scanty as they are , indicate more interest in non 

union political events than do the Executive minutes but this probably 

reflects the nature of Branch meetings as policy making events as 

opposed to the administrative nature of Executive meetings. Another 

factor was that Jack Mundey regular l y attended Branch meetings and 

raised social and political i ssues . 30 I t was not until 1964 that any 

of the men who became the leaders of the 1970s , began to appear on the 

Executive . 

There are no substantiated indications that the C. P. A. hierarchy 

interfered in any way with the Union ' s management . The B. L. F . was not 

a large or powerful Union . It was not at this time the gem in the C.P . A. 

crown that it was later to become . The C. P . A. still controlled the 

maritime unions , the miners , the B. W. I . U. and many smaller unions . 

Help and support were offered to the McNamara team but control and 
. . . l 31 l.Ilterference were mml.Illa . 

The way the C. P. A. exerted most influence on their members within 

the B. L.F . was through the building branch of the C. P. A. This group 

consisted of all communists who belonged to any of the ten (later nine) 

unions affiliated to the Building Trades Group of the Labor Council of 

N. S . W. The dominant union in both the C. P. A. building branch and the 

27 Interview : Brian Rix , 20 December 1977 . 
28 Interviews : Les Robinson , 20 February 1978; Tom Hogan , 28 October 1977; 

and Joe Owens , 24 January 1978 . 
29 Interview : Mick Ross , 29 July 1977 . 
30 See Minutes : General Meetings 6 August 1963, 3 September 1963 , and 

1 September 1964 . 
31 Doreen Anderson , an experienced off i ce administrator who previously 

worked for the B. W. I.U . came to work for the B.L. F
1 

"to help them on 
their feet ". (Interview : Paula Rix , 25 January 1978) 
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B. T. G. was t he B. W. I . U. and the dominant personal ity in the B.W. I . U. was 

Pat Clancy. It is import ant to understand the ideologi cal position of 

both Clancy and the B. W. I . U. because the re l ationship between the 

tradesmen (B . W. I . U. ) and the labourers (B . L. F . ) became very important 

d . h . 32 uring t e seventies . 
33 Pat Clancy had a "very creditable revolutionary past". In the 

late forties and fifties he was t he only left- wing union l eader at a 

time when the bu i lding industry as a whole was under extreme right- wing 

leadership. The B. W. I . U. was deregistered in the early fifties and a 

"scab " union formed in opposition , the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters 

and Joiners (A . S .C. &J . ). Caroline Graham believes that : 

his isolation in those years no doubt led him to prefer the "united 
front " approach with its emphasi s on patient bu i lding of unity and 
alliances , rather than rocking the boat with advanced actions . 34 

Mundey explains the B. W. I . U. position slightly differently. Whilst 

acknowledging that the B.W. I . U. had been militant in the fifties he 

claims that it " l ived off the fat " for the next decade . Clancy had to 

undertake not to engage in mil itant activity in order t o win back 

registration . He d i d not hold a mass meeting of construction workers 

for fourteen years . The B. W. I . U. still had the name of a militant 

union but the reality was otherwise . Clancy , who had come to office as 

a young man , became entrenched and , as the leadership aged , the union 

became less likely to take militant action . 35 

Mundey expl ains his own position thus : " I was in the same party 

as Clancy and went along with the thinking of that period •.. which was 

ideologically Stalinist" . He believes that " with Mick [McNamara] as a 

21 year old secretary , the immaturity of the Union showed through . . . and 

for the first three years tended to be pretty much a B. W. I . U. -advised 
36 show. " B. W. I . U. statements regarding this period substantiate 

Mundey ' s views . In Six Turbulent Years , the writers claim ; 

... when Jack Mundey ' s leadership came to office .. . the B. W. I . U. 
promptly gave a wide range of assistance. This included providing 
the know- how and personnel to modernise their whole administrative 
system which had become antiquated under previous right-wing 
leaderships . . . most of this was done free of any charge as a 

32 A fuller discussion of the relationship between the B. W. I . U. and the 
B. L.F . is in chapter 10 . 

33 Caroline Graham , op. cit., p . 30 . 
34 Ibid . 
35 Interviews : Jack Mundey, 13 August 1975 and 3 April 1978 . Mundey 

claims that observing the way Clancy became e ntrenched and 
conservatised led him to consider the advisability of " limited 
tenure of office". 

36 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
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fraternal helping hand to a new young union leadership. 37 

The same spirit of comradel y co-operation is echoed by Builders 

Labourers when questioned about the period. Mick Ross mentions the 

"good feeling " at the C. P. A. Building Branch meetings and recalls the 

presence of several B. W. I. U. officials apart from Clancy. He also 

mentions officials from other B. T.G. unions including Sid Vaughan from 

the Painters who became Secretary of the building branch . He estimates 

attendance at an average of "40 to 50" at each meeting and emphasises 

that "we were united at this stage - it was before the split". 38 

In much the same way the B. L.F . relied upon the Building Trades 

Group more than in later years . The Executive minutes record repeated 

references to the B. T.G. which fade as the sixties progress . For 

example in 1963 the Executive formally thanked the B.T.G. for helping 
39 them to win a paid Picnic Day, and sent a general message of thanks 

to the Painters ' union for the help which had been given throughout the 
40 year . 

Solidarity acts with other C. P. A. controlled organisations and 

unions also occurred during the period . The Waterside Workers were 

ed . h . l d . . . 41 h support ill t eir strugg es. aroun containerisation. Te C. P . A. 

'b ' f ab h ' I ' ' ' 
42 newspaper, Triune was sent items o news out t e Unions activities 

and front organisations such as the Australia Soviet Friendship Society , 

the Union of Australian women and the Peace Committee also received 

support. 

The Executive ' s attitude towards the A. L.P . was more ambiguous . 

Their general attitude was one of critical support but on occasions 

they came into open conflict with the state Labor government. McNamara 

described as "most vicious 1143 the way the state government opposed 

height money and dirt money for workers at the Opera House. The 

Executive also urged the Labor Council to "take the state government to 
44 task over the Public Works Department". In another incident the 

37 Building Industry Branch of the Socialist Party of Australia, Six 
Turbulent Years , p . 48 . The fact that the McNamara leadership is 
referred to as "Jack Mundey ' s leadership" is a representative example 
of the factual inaccuracies of this publication . 

38 Interview : Mick Ross, 29 July 1977 . 
Joe owens , (Interview, 4 April 1978) also recalls the "good branch 
meetings " . 

39 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 12 November 1963 . 
40 Minutes: Executive Meeting, 17 December 1963. 
41 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 4 June 1963 and General Meeting, 4 June 1963. 
42 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 2 July 1963. 
43 Minutes: Executive Meeting, 21 January 1964. 
44 Ibid. 
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Executive sent a protest letter to the A. L. P. complaining about the way 

a deputation of builders labour ers had been abused by Tony Mulvihill 

(Assistant General Secretary of the N.S . W. A. L. P. ). 45 

However the B. L.F . ' s most important confrontation with the state 

Labor government came in September 1964 when a General Meeting of the 

Union decided to refuse to pay a fine of a soo which the State Industr i al 

Commission had imposed for a series of strikes at the Opera House . The 

meeting decided to ask the Premier, Mr Renshaw, to honour his promi ses 

that he would modify the penal c l auses of the Arbitration Act under 

h . h h . f " d 46 w ic t e Union was ine . 

On the whole the Union displayed remarkabl e tolerance towards t he 

A. L. P . The same state Labor Government that was in the process of 

imposing penal sanctions on the Union, was supported unanimously in an 

Executive motion in February 1964: 

(The] Execut i ve ... expresses its resentment at the daily attacks from 
the press aga i nst the N. S. W. Labor government . As an affil iate to 
the A. L. P. we possibly agree with some of the criticisms raised 
against the State Government and its members , but this Executive is 
very critical of information being given to the press that i s not in 
the best interests of the labor movement in general . .. realising 
that all governments have shortcomings . .. this Executive expresses 
its utmost support for the State Labor Government . 47 

48 The Union displayed even stronger support for the Federal A. L. P. 

Throughout the 1960s , A.L.P. news figured heavily in the Union journal 
49 and support for Arthur Calwell as A. L. P . leader was strong. In 

February 1964 Jack Mundey moved that the Union "call upon the entire 

membership to mount the best possibl e campaign to help defeat the 

Menzies Government , and e l ect a Federal Labor Government". The Union 

called upon members of the A. L. P. and Corrununist Party to exchange 

preferences "so ensuring a united working class vote against Menzies , 

h d h . . . II so t e D. L.P. an ot er anti- working class groupings 

At a time when the C.P. A. was intransigently hostile towards the 

A. L. P . and the A. L. P. was responding with a very tough line on "unity 

tickets " the B.L. F. adopted i ts own independent course . 

45 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 19 May 1964. 
The deputation was about the Green Val ley Housing Project . 

46 Sydney Morning Heral d , 2 September 1964. When Renshaw did decide to 
"liberalise" the penal clauses he made unions not liable if they or 
their officials were not party to stoppages . 

47 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 25 February 1964 . 
48 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 25 August 1964 . They sent a letter of 

protest to A. W. U. Secretary , Charlie Oliver , about his statements 
attacking Federal Labor policies. 

49 Builders Labourer , Vol . 1 , No . 1, December 1961 to Vol . 4, No . 20 , 
December 1969 . 

50 Minutes : General Meeting , 5 November 1963 . 
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There were many A. L. P . members active in the Union but Bud Cook 

remembers "even in those days it was difficult to get A. L. P. members to 

front up to conferences , be the delegates . .. the ones that were around 

the most , the militants , were the communists ". 51 

Although the right-wingers did not have numerical support they 

proved very disruptive . In elections between 1961 and 1964 for casual 

vacancies ,
52 

del egates to Labor Council , A. L. P. Conference53 and Federal 

C ·1 54 d f . f' 55 . h . . ounci ; an or returning of icer , rig t-wing candidates were 

trounced by margins like 212-64 and 61- 4 . 

However , with Kenny and White on the Executive and Stan Winter as 

organiser , the Right had maintained a high profile. 56 The minutes 

contain much evidence of nuisance tactics at Executive and Branch 

meetings .
57 

A good example was the Ri ght ' s reaction to a motion by 

Mundey to allow a speaker from the C. P. A. controlled water side Workers 

Federation ten minutes to address a Branch meeting about the current 

waterfront stoppage (a common Union practice) . Terry Foster amended the 

motion to a half minute and when that was defeated , Stan Winter moved 

an amendment of five minutes . Eventually Mundey ' s original motion was 
. d58 b h' 59 carrie ut t is type of delaying procedure was often used. 

Possibly the most "confrontationist" episode occurred in Ju l y 

1962 when the Vice President resigned and a dispute broke out about how 

his successor should be elected . The President, Henneberry , one of the 

centrists elected in 1961 , announced that he wou l d act as returning 

officer and conduct the ballot whereas McNamara claimed that the Branch 

meeting must elect the returning officer . Henneberry went ahead with 
60 the election and declared Stan Winter elected "amid uproar" . Scenes 

reminiscent of the Bodkin era then occurred with the Left declaring 

51 Interview : Bud Cook, 5 March 1978 . 
52 Minutes : General Meetings , 2 July 1963 and 2 June 1964. 
53 Minutes : General Meeting , 5 May 1964 . 
54 Minutes : General Meeting , 2 June 1964 . 
55 Minutes : General Meeting, 4 August 1964 . 
56 Another Executive member who sometimes aligned withthe Right was 

Vince Henneberry , the President . Mundey describes Henneberry as 
ideologically "a better all-rounder than Keith Miller ", ( Interview : 
13 August 1975) 

57 For example Minutes : General Meeting , 7 May 1963 and 6 August 1963. 
58 Mi nutes : Executive Meeting , 4 June 1963 and General Meeting , 14 June 

1963 . 
59 After one particularl y obstructionist incident Jack Mundey appealed 

to Winter and Henneberry to be more constructive and "deal with the 
problems of builders labourers ". Minutes : General Meeting , 7 April 
1964 . 

60 Sydney Morning Herald , 18 July 1962 . 
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that Arch Harding was the duly elected Vice-President and the Right 

supporting Winter. Henneberry walked out of seven Executive meetings 

and three General meetings in support of this claim . Eventually the 

Commonwealth Industrial Court ruled that neither had been properly 

elected and in the ensuing ballot Harding won easily . 61 

Although this event was spectacular and attracted media coverage 

it was Winter , using his position as organiser to undermine the leader

ship, who proved most time- consuming and disruptive . Complaints were 

continually laid against him in the Executive . At first he was coyly 

referred to anonymously as "some organisers had shown laxity " , 62 and 
63 

"some organisers had told workers to return to work" but later the 

complaints became more open . The Boronia Park Housing Corrunission job

site asked for an organiser other than Winter because he did not know 
64 the award rates. Various officials and delegates accused him of 

"mucking up the filing system", 65 being in the wrong areas for organising
66 

and telling a foreman that two builders labourers were receiving too 
67 much money! Finally he had to be rebuked for failing to turn up to 

work for four weeks . 68 

Winter was also busy distributing the Guardian which was described 

by McNamara as being the organ of "the Industrial Groupers who supported 

Bodkin and Co. 1169 This journal was produced by Winter, Kenny and White 

and mainly appeared during the election year, 1964 , and contained 

"vicious attacks on the Executive ". 70 McNamara reported that meetings 

had been conducted on jobs and the B.Ls were unanimous in condemning the 

d . . h 1 h' 71 . b d Guar ian and supporting t e eaders ip. Some Executive mem ers wante 

to lay charges against the B. Ls who were delivering the Guardian as it 
72 

was not an official document of the Branch. Mundey believes that 

Winter should perhaps have been charged for distributing a non-union 

document in paid union time but that generally "the lies" should just 

h b hr h h . . 73 h h' ave een answered t oug t e Rank and File paper Hoist . Tat t is 

61 Ibid . 
62 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 17 March 1964 . 
63 Minutes : General Meeting, 1 October 1963 . 
64 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 28 July 1964 . 
65 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 11 August 1964. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Minutes: Executive Meeting, 18 August 1964 . 
68 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 6 October 1964 . 
69 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 10 March 1964. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid . 
72 Minutes: Executive Meeting, 17 March 1964. 
73 Interview: Jack Mundey, 30 March 1978 . 
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happened , and vigorous l y , is undoubted . Kenny was obviously singl ed 

f k · d · . 74 h h h h . th out or attac in one e ition event oug e ad resigned from e 

Executive . 

Winter ' s f inal effort before total eclipse was his campaign during 

1964 f or a court-controlled bal lot. The Executive declared that it 

opposed members ' coll ecting signatures for a petition for a court 

controlled ballot and doubted if signers had been told the true position . 75 

A General Meeting condemned court-controlled ballots76 and several job

sites held meetings which unanimously condemned Winter ' s actions . 77 

An executive representative was sent to Canberra to counter 

Winter ' s story that Canberra B. Ls would be disenfranchised unless they 

supported his petition. 78 The Executi ve decided not to char ge Winter 

because "that must be done by the members themselves " and would entail 

h II f l' ' ' II 79 ' f h t e unnecessary expense o itigation . Justices o t e Peace were 

sent round jobs in Sydney and Canber ra to aid people who wanted to 

remove their name from Winter ' s "cour t - contro l led bal lot deceit". 80 

The factionalism that these incidents induced was deplored by 

Mundey. He spoke about the reacti ons of people on the jobs to the 

situation . He said the unions should be united and that , because the 

leadership ' s ideas were continually being supported at meetings , 

people who opposed the leadership were doing a job for the boss . He 

believed that in progressive uni ons "there would not be anyone not 

carrying out union policy 11
•
81 This belief in consensus was shared by 

many others in the Union and came to be one of the most significant 

characteristics of the 1970s- style leadership. 

On the whole , Winter ' s actions were a major "disruptive force " 82 

and were "partiall y successful in restricting the development of the 

drive to improve the financial position". 83 The Union had to contend 

with yet another disruptive influence in the form of Jack Wishart, 

d O bed O 1 II 
O d O h O 11 84 d escri various y as an in ependent rig t - winger an as a 

Tr k . 85 . 
ots yite . Wi shart was a barr ister as well as a builders labourer 

74 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 10 March 1964 . 
75 Minutes : General Meeting , 7 April 1964 . 
76 Ibid. 
77 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 28 April 1964 . 
78 Minutes : General Meeting, 7 April 1964 ; Executive Meeting, 21 April 

1964; Executive Meeting , 5 May 1964 . 
79 Minutes : Genera l Meeting, 5 May 1964 . 
80 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 7 July 1964 . 
81 Minutes : General Meeting , 5 May 1964 . 
82 Interview : Bob Pringle , 8 March 1978 . 
83 Minutes : Federal Council Meeting , November 1964 , N. S. W. Report , p . 54 . 
84 Interview : Jack Mundey , 30 March 1978 . 
85 Interview : Sid Davis , 8 August 1979 . Davis was involved in the same 

Trotskyite group as Wishart . Another member was Alan Thistlethwaite . 
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and continually brought up points of order at meetings and challenged 

the rules by "the use of provisions of the Conciliation and Arbitration 

• h • h k f h dm • • • II 
86 Act aimed at ampering t e wor o t e new a inistration . 

The 1963 Federal Council Meeting drew attention to the "excessive 

1 . · · 1187 f h b h d . . h itigation o t e N. S .W. ranc an its consequent strain on t e 

financial situation . The Federation ' s lawyer , Ted Hill , appeared for 

h • • • h • 88 • h I t e N.S.W. Executive in one case of Wishart v . t e Union . w1s arts 

litigious activity evidently subsided after eighteen months but his 
89 disruptive and sometimes drunken presence remained at meetings. 

The democratic and collective nature of the leadership became 

apparent very early. Although McNamara , as "the youngest union 

secretary in Australia" received much media attention , 90 his image 

within the Union was much more subdued . In fact he was often over-

shadowed by the ebullient personality of Jack Mundey. One of the 

reasons for Mundey ' s influence in this period is that in 1962 he was 

elected as temporary city organiser, and as Ralph Kelly points out, 

"any city organiser who ' s any good , will have more effect than the 
91 

Secretary" . The expl anation for this is that , because of the building 

boom in the Central Business District , the main strength of the Union 

lay in the relatively small number of large, and therefore easily 

organised multi-storey buildings . The city organiser who has constant 

day-to-day contact with these few key jobs becomes much better known and 

often more popular than the Secretary . 

Mundey ' s ability as an organiser soon became apparent. Mick Ross 

remembers ~ 

Jack was a wonderful organiser, he never ever lost his temper with 
a boss . He ' d argue sanely and reasonably, he was a very hard man 
to down . He could pick things up very quickly. If the boss made 
a faux pas then Jack would be right onto it . 92 

Joe Owens adds to this : 

Jack Mundey in those days was a very impressive man - good 
organiser - shithouse seats , lost time, travelling time . If you 
wanted a basic job done and you rang Mundey up you could count 
on it. 93 

86 Minutes : Federal Council Meeting, November 1964, N. S . W. Report , p . 52. 
87 Minutes: General Meeting, 4 February 1964 . 
88 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 1 October 1963 . 
89 Minutes : General Meeting, 4 February 1964. 
90 See Sydney Morning Hera l d , 30 November 1963 . 
91 Interview : Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 
92 Interview : Mick Ross , 29 July 1977. 
93 Interview : Joe Owens, 24 January 1978 . 
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Don McPhee mentions that if Mundey made a promise he ' d back it up , 
94 

"he ' d go to the gate with you " and Tom Hogan claims that "Jack 

injected the belief that workers could struggle and could win - part-
95 

icularly at a grass roots level" . Even his later opponent , Les 

Robinson , concedes that Mundey was responsible for t he atmosphere of 

loyalty and honesty amongst the organisers . 96 

The fact that Mundey was an avowed Communist did not diminish his 

popularity as an organiser . Darcy Duggan believes that builders 

labourers he worked with might have had reservations about Mundey being 
. b b" h" . 97 a Communist ut never o Jected to any of is actions . Don Crotty 

agrees with this assessment and adds that Mundey ' s communism was 

"immaterial" to city B. Ls, "He was a good man on the job and people on 

the job will elect you without knowing your politics so long as you are 

doing a good job". 98 

Both Peter Barton and Bud Cook, who later became significant in 

the leadership, claim that Mundey introduced them to unionism . Cook 

explains , "Jack felt people ' s ability , gauged them , and pushed them 

into things even if they didn ' t want to 11 .
99 

Bob Pringle had felt this 

same Mundey pressure when working alongside him on a job at the 

University of N. S . W. in 1961 . Mundey , who was the delegate , had signed 

Pringle into the Union . When Pringle got the sack , Mundey encouraged 

him to "bat on" about reinstatement even though he was quite happy to 

leave the job . Eventually Mundey forced the employer to apologise to 
. . h . h . . b b k lOO Pringle and give im is unwanted JO ac . 

Mundey ' s vigour and determination were not just confined to his 

organiser ' s task . At Branch general meetings and within the 

administrative and organisational framework he was equally energetic . 
101 102 

Phrases such as "power behind the throne ", "the driving force" 

and "example in l eadership 11103 are used to describe his activities. 

Bud Cook believes that McNamara and Mundey had a good understanding but 
104 

that McNamara resented his own dependence on Mundey . Ralph Kelly 

94 Interview: Don McPhee , 6 December 1977. 
95 Interview : Tom Hogan, 28 October 1977 . 
96 Interview: Les Robinson, 20 February 1978 . 
97 Interview: Darcy Duggan , 12 July 1977 . 
98 Interview : Don Crotty, 7 March 1978. 
99 Interview: Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 

100 Interview : Bob Pringle , 8 March 1978 . 
101 Interview: Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 
102 Interview : Les Robinson , 20 February, 1978. 
103 Interview : Ra l ph Kelly, 13 December 1977 . 
104 Interview: Bud Cook, 5 March 1978 . 
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tells a revealing story : "Jack had to go away downstate or somewhere 

while Mick was secretary and Mick said 'who the hell ' s going to give 
105 me my bloody orders whil e you ' re away '". 

Although McNamara was considered to have "good ideas 11106 and was 

a "skilful orator11107 and "good industrial thinker 11108 it was Mundey 

who began to have· the most effect on policy formulation within the 

branch: 

One particular man exerted influence on the direction of the B. Ls 
in N. S . W. at that time - Jack Mundey - because of his own 
political convictions which we found more and more that we were 
sharing with him. 109 

Even Robinson concedes that Mundey had "new invigorating ideas and put 

h . . II 110 t em into practice . 

McNamara and Mundey remained on good personal terms . Mundey 

believes that there was a "genuine desire to bring about a collective 

1 h . 111 h. · h eaders ip" and that the men in the leaders ip influenced eac 

other ' s ideas in different ways . As he explained to Colin Hughes in 

1974 '. 

Because of the way in which the crime element [had) controlled 
our union it meant that we had to develop a highly democratic 
alternative and that had traditionally lingered on. 112 

Mundey maintains that, in the fluctuating political atmosphere of the 

early sixties the B. L.F. had been "lucky to have like-minded people 

• • h 1 • • II 
113 • h h ' f coming into t e me ting pot at one time . Wit t e except i on o 

Winter, and possibly Theo Austin , the organisers were all highly 

d b h h ' 114 h d f II h regarde y t e members ip . T ey were respecte or t e enormous 

amount of hard work they did over those turbulent years 11
•
115 They were 

not only hard workers but they used their time to good effect -

building up social contact with their membership . Mundey says : 

We tended to try and have lunch on the job - always trying not to 
end up in pubs too much with workers but using that as a vehicle -
unlike the B. W.I.U . who had a rule of not drinking in \<IOrking 
hours . 116 

105 Interview : Ralph Kelly, 13 December 1977 . 
106 Ibid . 
107 Ibid . 
108 Interview: Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 
109 Interview: Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 
110 Interview : Les Robinson, 20 February 1978 . 
111 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
112 Jack Mundey : interview with Professor Colin Hughes 1974 , cited in 

Caroline Graham, op.cit. , p .10 . 
113 Interview: Jack Mundey , 30 March 1978. 
114 See Interviews : Mick Ross, Don Crotty, Darcy Duggan and Bob Pringle. 
115 Interview : Mick Curtin , 29 February 1976 . 
116 Interview: Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
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Their hard work and many hours of unpaid overtime , induced right-

winger Jack White to move that organiser s ' wages be raised . This was 

rejected by the organisers themselves who felt that the Union could not 

a f ford it .
117 

Mundey ref l ects on t his aspect of leadership ideology 

when he comments "there was l ess opportunism than existed in ot her trade 

unions 11
•

118 
Once again , thi s reluctance to indulge in feather - bedding 

became a well-known characteristic of the Union in the seventies . 

Another important aspect of later leadershi p "style " which was 

apparent in the sixties was the leadership ' s rel iance on the rank and 

file for collective decision making . A description of the painful task 

of rebuilding democratic structures within the union framework is 

contained in a Joint Statement which arose out of a visit to the N. S . W. 

Branch by two Federation officials in February 1964 . As this document 

is a good indication of what the N. S . W. leaders felt to be their 

priorities , it deserves lengthy quotation: 

Despite these difficulties [right- wing disruption] the new 
leadership took steps from the beginning to set the Union on a new 
path towards strong and progressive unionism. Steps were taken to 
strengthen job organisation by the e l ection of job delegates , the 
convening of job delegates ' conferences, the development and 
extension of democratic union pract i ces aimed at giving the member
ship the fullest right to active participation in the Union affairs. 

Job struggles were developed , industrial agreements were 
negotiated , and the Union began to take an active part in the 
campaigns of the Trade Union Movement in general and the Building 
Trades Group of the Labor Council of N. S . W. in particular . 

A long sustained campaign was waged in opposition to a number 
of unsatisfactory features of the Federal Award . This campaign 
embraced hundreds of meetings , many demonstrations , conferences and 
other actions. An example of this activity was the march through 
the city streets and Wynyard Park Rally of builders labourers 
addressed by the leaders of the Building Unions . 

The administrative chaos has been overcome , and t here is a steady 
improvement in this work . Job organisation has been greatly 
impr oved and at the present time there are 130 job delegates .119 

This statement, emphasising rank and file activity in decision

making , is backed up by evidence from the minutes and by articles in the 

Branch journal Builders Labourer which was founded soon after the new 

team took office . The first issue was produced in December 1961 and 

despite difficulties in production
120 

the journal became an important 

link between the leadership and the members . It was used as an 

117 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 21 April 1964 . 
118 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
119 Joint Statement , 5 February 1964 . Signed by N. Gallagher , 

P. Malone , M. McNamara and M. Lynch . 
120 See Minutes : Executive Meetings , 4 June 1963 and 4 August 1964 . 
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educative , informative and social vehicle. Much of Mundey ' s influence 

arose out of his writings in the Builders Labourer after his election 

h . l . . 1963 121 
tote JOurna committee in • 

The February 1962 edition of the journal gave great publicity to 

the first N. S . W. delegates ' conference which was held on a Sunday and 
122 was attended by over forty delegates . This success was repeated with 

123 later delegates ' conferences 

of the decision-making process . 

which began to become a regular feature 
124 Life members were encouraged to attend 

and B. Ls who were active around certain issues such as aboriginal 
. h d h . . l . . ed 125 d rig ts an yout activity were a so invit . In or er to encourage 

the greatest attendance , Mundey suggested that del egates ' meetings should 

be hel d in mid-week instead of at weekends . 126 Resolutions were 

normally carried unanimously because Winter , White and Kenny did not 

d h . 127 atten t e meetings . 

Regular organisers ' meetings were also held , 128 and these became 

more assertive. Organisers began to attend Executive meetings which 
129 

formally they were not supposed to do. On the whole , the evidence 

certainly supports McNamara ' s claim that "the pol icy of this branch, 

since this leadership assumed office has been to encourage the utmost 

democracy and rank and file control". 130 

Even the atmosphere in the office was egalitarian . This was 

partly induced by the circumstances in which the office staff came to 

be employed . When the newly elected officials arrived in the office on 

the Monday morning following their election they discovered that the 

female office employees had walked out and refused to work for the new 

leadership. 
131 

They had even destroyed all the dues accounts which 

they had prepared for mailing. 

The officials managed the office work for a short while until 

Judy Willcocks (later Mundey) was employed . Judy attributes the 

"community fee ling " within the office to the fact that everyone 

121 Minutes : General Meeting , 3 December 1963 . 
122 Builders Labourer , February 1962 . 
123 Minutes : Executive Meetings ; 13 August 1963 and 21 July 1964. 
124 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 21 July 1964. 
125 Minutes: General Meeting , 7 July 1964. 
126 Minutes : General Meeting, 2 July 1963 . 
127 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 21 July 1964 . 
128 Minutes : Executive Meetings, 27 October 1964 and 3 November 1964 . 
129 Interview : Jack Mundey , 30 March 1978 . 
130 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 17 December 1963. 
131 Unidentified News Clipping headed " November 1961", McNamara Papers . 
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started raw and i gnorant together . The young officials had no idea how 

normal office hierarchies operated and Judy , who was eighteen and had 

little job experience , was not imbued with a sense of her " inferior 

position ". The officials were impressed that she could do shorthand , 

typing and bookkeeping and afforded her due respect . The officials 

never expected her t o make the tea or to call them " Mr " which was 

common practice in unions at the time . 132 The natural egali tarianism 

of the committed militants would also have contributed to this comradely 

behaviour. As other women joined the staff the same behaviour patterns 

continued and it was not until the boom in membership and consequent 

doubling of staff in the late sixties that any problems occurred to mar 

h . 1 1 . h' 133 b h h d t is c ose re ations ip. Judy Mundey remem erst at s e an Doreen 

Anderson were invited to attend delegates ' conferences and rank and file 

meetings whi ch they often did . The staff also felt quite free to 

question decisions and make suggestions . She believes that the leader

ship never developed a strict division of labour concept and saw her 

as a worker for the Union rather than just a clerk. 134 

As the membership of the Union became involved in decision making 

through regu l ar delegates ' conferences and lively branch meetings , the 

impetus behind the Rank and File Committee began to founder . As Jack 

Mundey describes it " the contradiction which has plagued the Rank and 

Fl. l e set 1· n". 135 H 1 · " h h ld k t t th e exp ains w y sou wor ers go o ye ano er 

meeting when in fact t hey had expression for their views at Branch 

meetings? " The fact that the right-wing still remained a small dissident 

group within the leadership meant that there were still some uses for 

the Rank and File Committee . Meetings were held irregularly and Hoist 

was still produced , particularly in election years . 

After the 1964 election , when the Rank and File team won complete 

control , the distinction between the Rank and File Committee and the 

Union ' s other organs became so meaningless that it was decided to keep 

the Committee in abeyance and to work within the organs of the Union . 136 

Its main role then became the pre-selection of candidates for the 

triennial Union elections . 

One important aspect of the Rank and File ' s activ i ties remained 

132 Interview : Judy Mundey , 13 March 1978 . 
133 For further information on this aspect see chapter 9 . 
134 Interview : Judy Mundey , 13 March 1978 . 
135 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975. 
136 I bid . 
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however . This was its social r o l e . Huge money- raising barbecues , 

attract ing up to five hundred members and their famil i es , were held at 

Joe Dryburgh ' s place at Balmain . These group activities engendered a 

sense of "social belonging11137 and hel ped deve l op a feeling of 

camaraderie wh i ch was so apparen t during the Gr een Bans period . The men 

began to identify themselves as buil ders labourers or "B. Ls ", and even 

the terminology was signif i cant . Pr eviously the term most commonly used 

about their occupation was "labourer " but during the sixties they 

became "B. Ls". Jack Mundey feels that it was a pity that this social 

activity decl i ned dur ing the seventies when the political pressure began 

to build up . He believes that B.Ls tended t o lose their sense of 

"belonging ". 138 

h . h h h . . 139 Te main reason tat B.Ls began to c ange t eir se l f image was 

the gr owing importance of t heir own work within the bui l d i ng i ndustry. 

As bu i ldings gr ew taller and construction methods changed , B. L. 

activities such as scaffolding , rigging , dogging and concreting became 

more skilf ul occupations and often the vital element in trouble- free 

and efficient erection of buil dings . Hence their industrial muscle 

increased as that of tradesmen waned . The percentage of sub- contractors 

in the industry grew dramatically. In August 1964 , the President of 

t he M. B. A. announced ther e were 4 , 000 people in N. S .W . who called 

themselves master builders even though onl y 1300 were members of his 

association. 
140 

This situation caused a certain amount of disarray in 

the ranks of the traditional employers for they had no control over 

these newcomers who could "grace themselves with the title of ' master 

buil der ' . . . by paying a !10 registration fee " 141 Competition among sub

contractors led to low tenders being made and the result of this was a 

downward pressure on wages , conditions and safety on the job- sites . 

Consequently most of the campaigns waged by the B. L. F . in this ear l y 

period were around simple wages-and-conditions demands . Men from the 

l arge jobs of the period , in particul ar the State Office Bl ock and the 

Opera House tended to be in the forefront of these struggles . 

137 Ibid . When Joe Dryburgh got married " over 100 building workers , 
seamen and other friends gathered at that wel l known address 
71 Elliot St ", Buil ders Labourer , November December 1966 , p . 17 . 

138 Ibid . 
139 In the fifties and early sixties it was quite common for B. Ls to be 

referred to as "shit labourers" both by themselves and by the 
tradesmen . 

140 Daily Mirror , 1 August 1964 . 
141 Ibid . 
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Although the Union , as it began to find its feet , assumed 

incr easingl y militant i ndustrial positions , at thi s stage it never 

real l y moved out of the arena of trad i tional " left" union activi ty. 

It involved itself in peace groups , aboriginal r i ghts act i viti es , 

sol idarity committees and so on but did not resor t to the physical 

action in support of these campaigns for which it later became so 

famous . 

The most impor tant aspect of the Union ' s activities in this period 

was the devel opment of democratic decision making structures wi thin the 

Union . The consequent trust and politicization which developed within 

the membership was crucial in later developments . 

On the whole , much of what became known as the "B. L. F . style" is 

pre- figur ed in this period . It was only when the 1964 election swept 

away the last of the right-wing disrupters , that this "style" was given 

the chance to flower and develop. 

The 1964 Triennial election of the Branch was to embroil the 

Union in a controversy that was more related to internal Labor Party 
142 

warfare than it was to the Union. Two polls were to be held in 

October , one for federal councillors of the State Branch and one for the 

state official s . Stan Winter , the only remaining right- wing organiser , 

decided to nominate against McNamara as Secretary. He circulated a 

petition for a court controlled ballot . As McNamara reported : 

.. . the Branch used much energy carrying out A. C. T. U. and Federation 
policy fighting against the court ballot . A fight for the withdraw
al of names from the petition commenced , dail y smoko and lunch time 
job meetings were held explaining court ballots . As can well be 
imagined , much of the officials time was taken up opposing these 
obnoxious attempts to take our affairs out of the Union ' s control . 

A life and death struggle for the Branch was on in earnest . 143 

More than 700 signatures were obtained for the pet i tion and it was 

submitted to the Commonwealth Industrial Regi strar in July. 144 In 

August the Branch was informed that the bal l ot for state officials would 
145 be conducted by the court . McNamara explained : 

Though we were unsuccessful in defeating the imposition of the 
court ballot - and we have real doubt about the ex istence of the 
700 signatures - we lifted the awareness of the membership and 
showed the members what our opponents really stood for . 146 

142 The Internal dispute was between the Federal Body of the A. L. P. and 
its right- wing N. S . W. Branch under the control of W. Colbourne and 
C. Oliver . 

143 Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1964 , p . 55 . 
144 Unidentified News Clipping headed "July 1964", McNamara Papers. 
145 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 11 August 1964 . 
146 Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1964 , p . 55 . 
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The media predi cted a dilemma for the State A. L. P. officers when 

they had to decide whether t o support Winter , who was President of the 

Darlinghurst West branch of the A. L. P., or McNamara who was Vice 

President of the Mosman branch . The June State A. L. P. conference had 

dec i ded that the N. S . W. Branch should issue certificates to bona fide 

A . . l . 147 . L. P . teams in Union e ections . 

The September Branch meeting of the Union expressed concern about 

the rumour that the state A. L. P. President was to issue certificates to 

A. L. P . tickets in their election . 148 Their fears were justified. 

State A. L. P. secretary w. Colbourne wrote Winter a letter which 

concluded : 

As officers of the party we have never had any reason to doubt your 
efficiency and loyalty . . . We appreciate your efforts to have elected 
an executive and officers of your union who are sympathetic to the 
p l atform and pol icy of the Austra lian Labour Party and we convey to 
you our best wishes for success in the forthcoming ballot . 

Colbourne , when questioned , said it "was not a ' certification ' or 

' endorsement '" but McNamara protested against what he called 

"unwarranted and blatant interference" in his Union by the state A. L. P . 

and announced that he would ask Federal Labor leaders to intervene . 

He claimed : 

I have not asked for endorsement on a political basis because I 
would much prefer to be returned on my industrial record , and not 
because I belong to a certain pol itical party . 149 

The Sydney Morning Herald expressed the view that Colbourne ' s 

letter might be ruled a breach of a Federal Executive directive in August 

that the June State Conference decision to endorse candidates in union 

elections involved a change of policy and should not be put into effect 

until the issue could be referred to the next Federal Conference . 150 

This directive had been issued because the State Conference decision had 

been made "with a wild outbreak of fist fighting disrupting the 
. 151 

counting" . 

Colbourne ' s letter was the first letter of support given to a 

union candidate since the State Conference and "might provide a ' test 

147 Unidentified News Clipping headed "July 1964", McNamara Papers . 
The A. L. P. officers gave some i ndication of their preference when 
they allocated posi tions on their how- to-vote card for the N. S . W. 
central Executive of 40 members. Winter was placed at 43 and 
McNamara at 79 . 

148 Minutes : General Meeting , 1 September 1964 . 
149 Sydney Morning Herald , 22 September 1964. 
150 Ibid . 
151 Daily Telegraph, 22 September 1964 . 
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I b 1 d f ' ' 1 II 152 case etween Federa an State o ficia s . 

h . . . d h ff . 153 d d . Te Union Executive discusse tea air an expresse its 

"grave concern at Mr . Colbourne ' s lett er " and condemned his action in 

allowing it to be used . It also condemned "in the strongest terms" 

h ' h bo I ' 154 t e A. L. P. officers w o supported Col urne s action. 

McNamara complained to the Federal President , Jim Keeffe . Keeffe 

told the Herald : "If the facts are as stated it wou l d appear to be a 

breach of Federal policy". McNamara reminded the press of the 1962 

Federal Executive resolution : 

The branches are warned that the A. L. P. does not officially endorse 
candidates in union election, and that no action shoul d be taken 
to discriminate between A. L. P. members who may be standing for 
union office . 

McNamara claimed that both Col bourne and Oliver had voted for the 

resolution . In rebuttal, Winter argued that McNamara "had only five 

A. L.P. members in candidates named for 21 positions on his how- to-vote 

card " whereas he had nineteen A.L. P . members . 155 

When the Federal Secretary , Cyril Wyndham , called for "copies of 

all documents in the dispute", 156 the state A. L. P. officers sent him a 

breakdown of candidates for the 21 positions , showing that Winter had 

on his ticket eighteen A. L. P . members and three non- party candidates . 

McNamara was shown as running only nine candidates , eight A. L. P. and one 

not belonging to a party . The breakdown claimed that there were 

twelve non- A. L. P. left- wingers running for those positions that 
. . 157 

McNamara ' s ticket was not contesting. 

Wyndham made it clear that no action would be taken to force 

Colbourne ' s letter to be withdrawn. The Australian having remarked that 

McNamara was "a l eft-winger reportedly unpopular with members of the 

N. S . W. Labor hierarchy" ventured that , "it seems certain that Mr . Wyndham 

and the Federal president , Mr . Jim Keeffe have decided to avoid a 

1 
, II 158 Federal versus N. S . W. A. L. P . brawl on the eve of the Senate e ection. 

The two Federal A.L. P. officials decided they did not have the 

power to deal with the charges and held the decision over until the next 

Federal Executive meeting which would not take p l ace until after the 

152 Sydney Morning Herald , 23 September 1964 . 
153 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 22 Septe.mber 1964 . 
154 Sydney Morning Herald , 23 September 1964 . 
155 Sydney Morning Herald , 23 September 1964 . 
156 Sydney Morning Herald , 24 September 1964 . 
157 Dail y Telegraph, 25 September 1964 . 
158 The Australian , 25 September 1964 . 
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159 

Union ballot had been declared . The Sydney Morning Herald quoted 

"Feder al Labour [sic] members of Par liarnent" who said that the two 

had "obviously acted to ' cover up ' until these ballots were over . It 

looks as if the N. S . W. off i cers have at least the tacit backing of 
160 

Mr . Wyndham and Mr . Keeffe". The Telegraph, always more knowledge-

able (and vindictive) about A. L. P. affairs , pointed out that opponents 

of A. L. P. intervention in union bal l ots were in the majority on the 

Federal Executive and that if Colbourne ' s "nominee " lost the election 

the Federal Executive was certain to 

* Reprimand the N. S . W. A. L. P. 
* Warn the N. S. W. A. L. P. not to repeat the offence. 
* Warn the N. S. W. A. L. P. that if it repeats the offence it risks 

Federal intervention. 161 

It also argued that A.L. P. officers in N. S . W. were almost certain to be 

forced to abandon their p l an to endorse party candidates in union 

elections because : 

The officers were severely censured by a strong section of the 
central executive on Friday night . Only after a hostile two- hour 
debate were they abl e to get the executive to endorse their action 
in the B.L . F . ballot . The executive ... is usually under tight 
control by the officers . 162 

Obviously , the right-wing had overstepped the mark in what has 

always been a delicate area of the labour movement - the relationship 

between the A. L.P . and individual Party members who are also union 

ff . . l 163 o 1c1a s . 

The row within the A. L. P. had produced another problem for the 

B. L.F . After McNarnara ' s compl aint to Keeffe about Colbourne, the Winter 

faction retaliated by laying unity-ticket charges against McNarnara and 

Lynch. Winter informed the media : 

We have established that certain members of the A. L. P. attended 
the Graphic Arts Club on August 23 with known members of the 
Communist Party to draw up their ' ticket ' for the B. L. F . ballot . 

Winter and White , the right-wing candidate for President , argued 

that they had been forced to revea l that they had l aid charges " in 

fairness to the N. S . W. A. L. P. executive officers". McNarnara challenged 

Winter to name him specifically , as having attended the 23 August 

159 Daily Telegraph , 25 September 1964. 
160 Sydney Morning Herald , 25 September 1964 . 
161 Daily Telegraph , 25 September 1964. 
162 Unidentified News Clipping headed "26 September 1964", McNamara Papers. 
163 This point was reinforced for me when Labor Council Secretary Barry 

Unsworth created enormous controversy in October 1979 by publicly 
attacking the left- wing Federal body of the Plumbers ' Union which was 
in dispute with the right-wing State body. Both factions were led by 
A.L. P. members . Even right-wing delegates at Labor Council expressed 
unease . 
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meeti ng , and accused him of "smearing me as a fellow traveller of the 

Communists without having any proof to offer ". 164 He presented a 

letter to the A. L. P. Central Executive which alleged that "these rumours 

are being circulated at this present time because t he union ' s ballot is 

about to begin . . . [and] to smear myself and p l ace some doubts in the 

minds of the members of the union ". He demanded that the charges be 

heard immediately so that he could clear himself before the ballot began. 

Colbourne refused to discuss McNamara ' s letter and the State 
• d h h h I • • 165 Executi ve referre t e c arges tote Party s Disputes Committee . 

In a separate , but oviously related move , McNamara was removed 

from his position as Vice- President of the Mosman Branch. The Branch 

had made the decision under a rarel y-invoked A. L. P. rule , because 

McNamara had not attended three consecutive meetings. McNamara compl

ained that the Mosman Branch meetings coincided with his Union meetings 

at which his attendance was cruciai, 166 but to no avail . 

Another effect that the A. L. P. dispute had on the Union election 

was to confuse the campaign material quite remarkably . In order to 

escape Winter ' s unity ticket charges , McNarnara and the left- A. L. P. group 

who had been pre- selected by the Rank and File were forced to produce 

a false how- to-vote ticket . "We put out a Rank and File ticket and also 

put out a separate one to cover our selves with the A. L. P. We only gave 
167 

them to certain people ." The fake ticket, a handsome blue dodger 

with a smiling picture of McNamara and prominent A. L. P. headlines, 

urged voters to "reject the opportunists and splitters" and to "keep our 

Union independent ". It reassured members that "Mick McNamara ' s team is 

opposed to the pol icies of the D. L. P. and the Communists ". As if this 

heavy irony was not enough the actual voting order would have caused 

many informed chuckles . W. Bodkin , the discredited former Secretary was 

the preferred candidate for President . Vince Henneberry who had 

presided over the infamous 1962 by-election , got the nod for Trustee 

and , of course , not one Communist received a mention . It was almost a 

case of overload when the pamphlet promised "sincere leadership" . 168 

164 Daily Telegraph , 24 September 1964 . 
165 Daily Telegraph , 26 September 1964 . 
166 The Australian , 29 September 1964. 
167 Interview : Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . Cook pinpointed this incident 

as a contributing factor in his eventual transfer to the C. P. A. 
"The dishonesty of it rankled .. . what ' s the good of being in a 
party like that. " 

168 Document : Builders ' Labourers Support these A. L. P. Men, hand dated 
29 September 1964 . 
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The Rank and F i le publication Hoist contained , by contrast , a 

detailed attack on Winter , accusing him of "Barry Goldwater rant ings 

about ' Reds , Reds , Reds '" and of sneering at the Union for interesting 

itself in world peace . It alleged that , as an organiser he had refused 

to carry out Branch and Executive decisi ons and had supported court 

i nterference in Union elections . It c l aimed that "only the Master 

Buil ders and other building employers could welcome this person ' s 

election " and commented: 

It is understandable that this person should get so much space in 
the Daily Telegraph for his policies are the complete opposite of 
the Union ' s leadership a nd in line with t he Daily Telegraph which 
supports the extreme right- wing of Trade Unions.169 

At the October Branch meeting , "interference by outside people 

around the present ballot" was condemned and the National Civic Council 

and the New Settlers Federation were mentioned in addition to the 
170 

A. L. P . Mundey refers to 1964 as "a real challenge from the right" 

and admits that Winter had built up "some support " . 171 

McNamara labelled the affa i r as "the most serious attempt to 

interfere in Trade Unions since the defeat of the notorious Industrial 
172 Groups " . 

Winter used Colbourne ' s letter to some advantage . He roneod 

. f . . .b h h · b · 173 
copies o it and distri uted t em around t e JO -sites . N. C. C., 

D. L. P . and right- wi ng- A. L. P . Trade Union leaders came out in direct 

support of Winter . His supporters used door-knocking as a campaign 

method so McNamara ' s team responded similarly . McNamara explained: 

The Rank and File Committee, a militant organisation incl uding 
practically every representative in the State (140) and other 
active workers raised a600 , which was spent on leaflets , letters , 
How- to-Votes , Italian and Greek pamphl ets , posters , booklets , 
rank and file workers addressing jobs , visits to the country areas 
and the l ike. 

He admitted that this concentration on "the prime task of defeating the 
174 disrupters " had affected to a certain extent their general Union work , 

and restricted the development of the drive to improve their finances 
. l 175 . . rapid y . One of Winter ' s tactics that particularly disturbed 

169 "A Bl eak Winter Indeed ", Hoist: A Builders ' Labourers Journal 
Supporting Stronger Trade Unionism, (Published Continuously since 
1950) , July 1964 . 

170 Minutes : General Meeting , 6 October 1964 . 
171 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
172 Minutes : Federal Confer ence , November 1964 , p . 55. 
173 Sydney Morning Hera l d , 23 September 1964 . 
174 Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1964 , p . 56 . 
175 Ibid ., p . 54 . 
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McNamara was his misrepresentation of the 1963 Federal Conference 

d . • . • h h I f • 176 ecision to investigate t e N. S . W. Branc s inances : 

I ndustrial Group forces brought out a newsheet Guardian which 
painted a picture of the Federal body attacking our Branch and 
the "investigation " being virtually a vote of no confidence . 177 

However , despite Winter ' s significant support from outsi de the 

builders · labourers , his standing within the Union was not sufficient 

to overthrow a n obviously popular Rank and File team . Although Winter 

poll ed much better than Bodkin did in 1961 this can be explained by 

Bodkin ' s reputation for incompetence and anti-democratic behaviour. 

Winter on the other hand was simply a committed conservative who, in 

the Cold War atmosphere of the early sixties , would have proved 

attractive to rank and file members uneasy about their communist tainted 

leadership . 

The first ballot to be declared was the Branch-run election for 

four Federal councillors . 

The Rank and File team outpolled Winter ' s group by 2-1 with 

W. Ahern, who was also on Winter ' s ticket , receiving 957 votes , 

McNamara 931 , Lynch 885 and Harding 872 . Winter received 388 , White 

353 , A. Maxwell 335, and w. Shields 194 . 178 

The Sydney Morning Herald saw the result as a "severe rebuff" for 

State A. L. P. leaders
179 

whilst the Telegraph claimed that the ballot , 

"fought on a top party level , further strengthens the hands of inter

state opponents of the N. S . W. right-wing ". It tied the controversy over 

the Union ballot to moves by N. S . W. to have Calwell replaced by 

Whitlam as Federal leader . It concluded : "Last night ' s union ballot 

result is the worst reverse the N. S . W. leaders have had with the left 
, II 180 wing 

Winter announced immediately that his supporters would ask the 

d · al · · · ;,...to the ballot . 181 H 1 t t In ustri Registrar to inquire~· ea so wro e o 

the Telegraph complaining about that paper ' s claim that the result 

would "embarrass the right wing party officers". He pointed out that 

the Federal ballot papers had been posted five days before Colbourne ' s 

letter was made public : "Therefore the effect of this letter can only 

be taken into calculation in respect of the branch officers ' election". 182 

176 See Appendix C. 
177 Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1964, p . 54 . 
178 Sydney Morning Herald , 7 October 1964. 
179 Ibid. 
180 ~ Telegraph , 7 October 1964 . 
181 Sydney Morning Herald , 7 October 1964 . 
182 Daily Telegraph , 8 October 1964. 
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He obviously had great faith in the effect that Colbourne ' s letter 

would have on the second poll . However , he was badly mistaken . When 

the branch officers ' ballot was declared ten days later he was again 

defeated , this time by McNamara ' s 833 to 439 . Not only did he fail to 

become Secretary but he also lost his position as organiser , coming 

th . 11 f . . 183 seven in a po or six vacancies . 

h k · 1 h II ,184 . . h Te Ran and Fie team ad a clean sweep ' victory wit 

d · t M N " 11 h d d oa 1 1 ·d f" 
185 accor ing o c amara , a t e ea wo compete y got ri o . 

Harding defeated White for President by 800- 485 , with Bodkin receiving 
186 only 35 votes . McHugh became Vice-President and Lynch Treasurer . 

The six organisers were Prendergast , Mundey, McHugh , Austin , Smith and 

McGill . The four delegates to the Executive were Robinson , Ferguson , 
187 J . McNamara and Cook . 

The spinoff for the A. L . P. from this e l ection result was to 

direct media attention to the Federal Executive meeting held the 

following week. The evening papers reported that Federal Secretary , 

F. E. Chamberlain , was expected to "demand the disciplining of the N. S . W. 

branch " . N. S . W. delegates were "just as determined to have a showdown 

over what they regard as undue interference by the Federal Executive 

in the affairs of the N. S . W. Branch" . Although Colbourne ' s letter to 

Winter was the centre of the dispute , the Victorian President , 

R. W. Holt, was also reported to be determined to have the issue of 

unity tickets in Victoria "dealt with effectively" by the Federal 

Executive. The Victorian problem involved an alleged unity ticket in 

h . . k . 188 t e Victorian branch elections of the Waterside Wor ers ' Federation . 

The Federal Executive ' s eventual decision effectively forced 

b k . . . . . 189 h . N. S.W. to ac down from its original position. Te Executive 

requested from N. S .W. assurance that it would obey A. L. P. policy on 

non-interference in trade union elections which had been a rule since 

1954.
190 

The Executive would not accept Colbourne and Oliver ' s 

183 Sun , 16 October 1964 . 
184 Interview : Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
185 Mick McNamara: Interviewed by Pat Fiske 1976 . 
186 Sun, 16 October 1964 . 
187 Minutes : General Meeting , 3 November 1964. 
188 Unidentified News Clipping headed "20 October ", McNamara Papers. 
189 One clipping headed "23 October 1964", describes the decision as 

"two compromises ". The other compromise presumably was that the 
Executive "decided to take no action against the N. S . W. branch ". 

190 Daily Telegraph , 7 November 1964 . 
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. . . . . . 191 h . undertakings not to participate in union elections. Te Executive 

demanded that the N. S.W. A. L. P. Central Executive carry a resolution 

stating that the State party would "obey decisions of the A. L. P. in 

• 1 • II 192 d h h d union e ections , an formally convey t e assurance tote Fe eral 

Executive . 

Oliver and Colbourne continued to deny that they had breached 

Federal policy and argued that: 

. . . the N. S . W. move to combat communism in the trade union movement, 
even if it were not completely within the letter of A. L. P. policy 
conformed with the spirit of the policy.193 

It was even reported that Winter had requested the letter from Colbourne 

"to clear his name of suggestions that he was associated with the 

D. L. P ."194 

As for Colbourne ' s and Oliver ' s plans for endorsement of union 

candidates , the State Central Executive eventually resolved "that the 
• 1 b d • h. • II 195 Party in N. S . W. wou do ey a Federal A.L.P . irection on t is issue . 

The Telegraph regarded the decision as "a victory for the Left-wing 

controllers of the Labor Party Federal Executive " . 
196 

It was a l so a minor victory for Mick McNamara and his team . In 

the atmosphere surrounding this partial defeat for the A.L. P. right

wing the unity ticket charges against Lynch and himself were quietly 

shelved .
197 

The Federal Conference of the Union also passed a strongl y worded 

resolution condemning Colbourne for "using his office to interfere in 

our Union ' s affairs ". It pointed out that the Union was : 

.. . made up of people of different political and religious views 
and while the Union may be affiliated to the A. L. P ., the A. L.P. 
has no authority to demand or coerce our membership to vote for 
the A. L.P . candidates of its choosing . 

It went on to point out that A. L.P. members who stood against chosen 
198 

official candidates would be liable to expulsion from the Labor Party . 

In moving the resolution McNamara argued strongly that "our members are 

not so concerned as to which political party we belong to" but what 
199 

sort of l eadership they get. 

191 Daily Telegraph, 23 October 1964 . 
192 Daily Telegraph , 7 November 1964 . 
193 Daily Telegraph , 23 October 1964 . 
194 Unidentified News Clipping headed "23 October", McNamara Papers. 
195 Daily Telegraph, 7 November 1964 . 
196 Ibid. 
197 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 20 October 1964 . 
198 Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1964 , p . 35 . 
199 Ibid• / p . 21. 
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The l eadership they got as a result of the 1964 election was , 

according to Mundey , "st i ll orthodox militant but further to the l eft 
200 

than we ' d been before ". The elimination of Winter and his team 

signall ed the last serious attempt by the right- wing to win back the 

Union. Not one of the defeated officials returned to work in t he 

industry . McNamara scathingly exp l ained , "they weren ' t B. Ls to start 
. th " 201 wi . 

After the 1964 election the Executive set about tackling the 

administrative problems which had been compounded by the existence of 

h . h . 202 t e Winter group on t e Executi ve . The Executive minutes for 1965 

and 1966 indicate an obsession with organisational matters , especially 

regarding membership and dues collection. This concentration on over

coming the administrative chaos was made easier by the absence of the 

ld · h · · . h . 203 o rig t-wingers , particularly Winter , from t e Executive. 

The only other disruptive element , apart from the Mao i st group , 

was a personality problem which began to develop between Maurie Lynch 

and those people he saw as rivals to his position in the hierar chy . 

When Mick McNamara visited the U. S. S . R. in mid-1967 Lynch made it 

quite clear that he fe l t he should be the acting Secretary . Mundey 

supported the choice of Bud Cook, who was office manager at the time , 

as t he logical replacement . Eventually Cook was appointed acting 
205 

Secretary but the incident evidently rankled Lynch more than the 

others realised . 

204 

The 1967 triennial election was basically a non-event . With the 

Maoist opposition, dispirited by poor results in by- elections , 

virtually non existent , the Rank and File held an uncontroversial 

preselection and nominated the only team for the election. Even the 
206 returning officer was not challenged . Other elections during the 

year to fill vacancies on Labor Council and the B.T.G . were similarly 
207 uncontested . 

200 Interview: Jack Mundey , 13 August 1975 . 
201 Mick McNamara , interviewed by Pat Fiske , 1976 . 
202 The Executive Minutes for 1965 are remarkable for their lack of 

disruption and time consuming arguments . 
203 Winter did not return to the industry and was empl oyed by a firm of 

solicitors ; and Wishart , another disruptive element , died during 
1965 . Minutes : Federal Conference , November 1965 , p . 59 . 

204 Discussed in Appendix C. 
205 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 4 July 1967 . 
206 Minutes : General Meeting , 15 August 1967 . 
207 Minutes : General Meeting , 17 January 1967 . 
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The new 1967 of fice bearer s were Bob Pringle as Guardian and 
. h . 208 Bud Cook , Tom Hogan , and Jolm Maiurano, as delegates tote Executi ve . 

Maiurano was the only newcomer who did not figure prominentl y in the 

Union l eadership during the seventies . 

The elected organisers remained the same , with only old- timer 

Charlie Smith retiring .
209 

Mundey , Austin , McHugh , McGill and 

Prendergast remained t he organisational core with temporary organisers 

joining their forces from time to time . 

However in February 1968 the organisational conti nuity was shaken 

by an event which probably changed the nature of the Union as profoundly 

as anything which occurred in the sixties . 

years as Secretary was beginning to falter . 

Mick McNamara , after six 

h . . 210 h T ere is evidence tat 

his attention to detail was declining . Mundey was continually moving 

recommendations about tightening administrative and financ i al 
211 

procedures . As Ralph Kelly describes it , "during that time , Mick 

spent far more time in the pub than he did in the secretary ' s c hair 11
•
212 

Bud Cook presents the s i tuation more charitably . He argues , "Mick was 

a good person . He had the r i ght feelings but not always the right 

actions " . 213 

One of McNamara ' s problems was his gambling . Several members of 
214 the Executive believed that he had used Union money to pay his debts . 

Mundey c l aims that McNamara "resigned of his own vol ition . . . he couldn ' t 

really handle the job ... he was a gambler . .. he wasn ' t forced out". 

Mundey takes care to point out that McNamara ' s debt to the Union was 

paid out of the long service leave money that was owing to him ; "He 

208 Minute s : General Meeti ng, 7 November 1967 . 
209 J ack Mundey , "Fine Service from Jack and Charlie ", The Builders 

Labourer , February-March 1968, p . 17 . Mundey also reported the 
retirement of Jack Stephensen from the Executive . Mundey ' s kind 
words about Smith do not coincide with McNamara ' s assertion to 
Federal Council that Smith did not need to be replaced because he 
had not been doing the job . A certain char i ty about old timers 
whose ideology is not as advanced as his , is a feature of Mundey ' s 
personality . 

210 For instance Correspondence : N. Gallagher to M. McNamara 14 February 
1968 , pointing out that the financial statement was 2-t months 
late . Also correspondence received and replied to after McNamara ' s 
resignation reveal many matters that needed urgent attention. 
Correspondence : J. Mundey to R. Baldwin, 16 July 1968 ; J . Mundey to 
K. Long, 7 August 1968 ; and D. McHugh to J . Mundey, 30 November 1968 . 

211 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 28 November 1967 , is a good example . 
212 Interview : Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 
213 Interview : Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 
214 Caroline Graham , op . cit ., p . 7 refers to rumours of embezzlement 

whereas Pete Thomas , op.cit ., p . 65 gives no reason at all for 
McNamara ' s resignation . 
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215 

left the Union not owi ng one penny . " 

When asked whether McNamara ' s resignation was handled correctly -

with hindsight , Mundey referred to McNamara ' s past good work with the 

Union and reiterated that his offence had been of a "minor nature " . He 

did however venture that the public announcement of McNamara ' s resignat

ion because of i ll health
216 

was "not very convincing ... There he was , 

a strappi ng 28 year old walking around the Trades Hall Hotel . Jokes 

were made about h i s heal th ". 217 

McNamara resi gned as Secretary and Federal Councillor at the 27 

February Executive meeting after reporting that all the recommendations 

about administration which had been moved at the special November 1967 

Executive Meeting , had been carried out . He announced that he would stay 

on as Vice-President of the B. T. G. and as Labor Council delegate . 

Lynch , McHugh and Prendergast all spoke highly of McNamara ' s 
'b ' h . 218 • II ' ' k contri ution tote Union and a motion was passed commending Mic 

for the work he has performed i n the interest of the Branch , Federation 
219 

and working class generally " . A presentat i on was made to McNamara 
220 

at a function following the delegates ' conference , and Mundey wrote 

without untruth , a friendly tribute in The Builders Labourer ! 

For a considerable period, Mick has had a nervous compl aint no doubt 
caused by the high pressure he was subjected to during the hectic 
years in which he played a leading part in cleaning up our Union and 
making it the respected organisation it is now . 221 

b k . . 222 McNamara went ac to industry to work as a rigger , and 

eventually dropped out of his Labor Council and B. T .G. positions. 223 He 

remained a moderating force within the industry throughout the early 

seventies and played an ambiguous role during the Federal Intervention . 

However he never sided openly with his brother , Johnny , and the Maoist 

opposition and remained loyal to the el ected leadership. 

A problem of a different nature now presented itself to the 

leadership . They had to appoint a pro- tern Secretary with some haste 

215 I nterv iew: Jack Mundey , 3 April 1978 . 
216 A press statement was released in early March 1968 . 

Minutes : Executive Meeting , 5 March 1968 . 
217 Interview : Jack Mundey , 3 April 1978. 
218 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 27 February 1968 . 
219 Correspondence : J . Mundey to N. Gallagher , 13 March 1968 . 
220 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 27 February 1968 . 
221 The Bui lders ' Labourer, February-March 1968 , p . 3 . Clancy also spoke 

at the function . He "spoke of Mick ' s talents , and expressed a hope 
that Mick's health would improve to allow him to continue to serve 
the unionists and working class. " 

222 Correspondence : J . Mundey to R. Rugg, 25 March 1968. 
223 Correspondence : J . Mundey to M. McNamara , 17 June 1968 . 
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and i t was not an easy decision . Maurie Lynch ' s enmity towards Mundey 

had increased , a nd although Mundey tr i ed to work with him , Lynch was 

violently opposed to Mundey becoming Secretary . Lynch , who had been 

Treasurer felt that he should be Secretary , arguing that he had been on 

the Executive longest. Prendergast replied : "Why not me then . I 've 
224 been here just as long as you .. . it ' s got to be Jack " . Prendergast , 

who at this stage was still in the A. L. P ., broke with Theo Austin and 

John Maiurano who supported their fe l low A. L. P. member , Lynch . 

The C. P . A. members amongst the leadership were concerned about 

their rel ations with the A. L. P . Bud Cook had left to join the C. P. A., 

Mick McNamara was leaving the Union , and Prendergast was moving rapidly 

away from the A. L.P. Bud Cook remembers : " ... We had a shaky scene with 

the A. L.P . . .. A. L. P. support had fal len off ... Jack was a little bit 

worried about the whole thing being disrupted . 11 225 

There was discussion amongst the C. P. A. people about who should 

be Secretary . Mundey convened the meetings which consisted of himself , 

Bert McGill, Bud Cook , Tom Hogan and Joe Owens . Mundey sought 

individual discussion as well as joint discussion . Originally Mundey 

asked Bud Cook to stand . According to Cook , Mundey "was looking for 

anybody to be Secretary" . When Cook argued that it couldn ' t be anyone 

but him (Mundey) , Mundey then asked Tom Hogan and Joe Owens who replied 

that he (Mundey) was seen as the person to do the job . Pat Clancy was 

consulted and he agreed with the others that Mundey should be the 
. . 226 nom1.nat1.on . 

At the 27 February Executive Meeting , Cook and Hogan nominated 

Mundey whilst Austin and Maiurano nominated Lynch. Mundey was elected 

b . h hr 227 pro- tern Secretary y eig t votes tot ee. 

Lynch also stood against Mundey when nominations were called for 

h . . f '11 228 Th b 11 k t e pos1.t1.on o Secretary and Federal Counc1. or . e a ot too 

place at a special meeting where postal votes which were available on 

application were also counted . Mundey recalls the vote as being about 

800 to 200 in his favour . Mundey believes that "amongst those who voted , 
229 I would have been seen as more radical than Lynch ". 

224 Quoted by Bud Cook : Interview : 5 March 1978 . 
225 Interview : Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 
226 Ibid. 
227 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 27 February 1968 . 
228 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 16 April 1968 . 
229 I nterview : Jack Mundey , 30 March 1978 . 

Lynch continued to work with the leadership but "didn ' t mix with 
us ... wasn ' t part of us " . Interview : Bud Cook , 5 March 1978. 
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Ralph Kelly analysed how he believed the membership responded to 

Mundey ' s election~ 

The jobs had to come to grips with the fact that the Secretary they 
had elected . . . had earned for them the tag of being a communist 
union. I don ' t think even the conservative e l ements among the rank 
and file felt very badly about it . Some were mildly amused . Jack 
was held in a great deal of affection by the rank and file , despite 
his politics rather than because of them . 230 

I h h h • 231 • d Mundey s acceptance speec at t e June Branc meeting containe 

nothing out of the ordinary . He concentrated exclusively on administ

rative and organisational problems . He even advocated "a business-l ike 

approach" and argued that in the past there had been too much "gilding 

of the lily" and hoping "tomorrow would solve the problem ". His 

detailed suggestions for better organisation included rearrangement of 

the office staff , regular organisers ' meetings, more job del egates , 

letters t o unfinancial members , area surveys , weekly recordings of 

pay- ins, and a new organisers' report form . He argued the need for 

"concrete planning to get the branch out of the financial rut ": 

The depth of the financial depression is to the tune of over 
$13 , 000 . Despite sub-contracting and multitude of problems facing 
the Branch there doesn ' t seem to be a valid excuse for an all time 
low membership at the end of this first half of 1968 of 2 , 700 
members . (232) In Victoria it is approximately 4,500 ... 

He concluded by emphasising: 

We have such a fine record of militant activity in the interest of 
members at job level, we can and must improve the financial 
unionism , for if we fail , we cannot possibly do a real job and 
expand , improve our services to the Builders Labourers ' in N. S. W. "233 

There is little in the above to forecast the radical changes that 

were to take place. 

There is no doubt that Mundey was an efficient and enthusiastic 

administrator . E.'ven Les Robinson admits , "I think Jack picked it up a 

bit in 1968 . I think from ' 68 on when Jack was secretary .. . they were 
234 the best years of the N. S. W. Branch ". 

He swung straight into his re-organisation schemes. He moved Bud 

Cook from wages and compensation duties into a co-ordinating role for 

230 Interview : Ralph Kelly , 13 December 1977 . 
231 Minutes : General Meeting , 11 June 1968 . Stephensen was also elected 

as Federal Councillor . 
232 A year before, the branch had affiliated to Labor Council on the basis 

of 5 , 508 members . 
Document : Basis of Affiliation to Labor Council of N. S. W. and 
Building Trades Group , 13 June 1967 . 

233 Minutes : General Meeting , 11 June 1968 . 
234 Interview: Les Robinson , 20 February 1978 . 
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the organisers. cook remembers : 

From the minute Jack became Secretary things became organised . He 
had the ability to co-ordinate and draw people to him . .. to get 
people to work with each other. 

His first direction to Cook was to manage the finances better : 

He consolidated and cut out certain payments to organisers such as 
clothing allowances . They were giving themselves some fantastic 
expenses . There were no rorts on. It was just more than was 
needed.235 

There was even discussion about whether the number of organisers could 

be reduced . "With a membership of 2i'. thousand and six organisers, it 
236 was obvious we were carrying too many. " 

An extensive membership drive was embarked upon with special 

attention to the North Shore and the inner city. 237 In October a Union 

ff . . 238 . b o ice was opened in Parramatta. Organisers were rostered to eat 

k . 239 k wor on Saturday mornings because of the large amount of wee end 

overtime being worked by the membership . 

By February 1969 Mundey was able to comment favourably on "improved 
. . . h. h b 240 h 9 h . . organisation wit in t e ranch", and throug out 1 69 t e position 

continued to improve . Mundey used different methods to tighten 
241 financial procedures and stressed the need for better communication 

between the organisers and the office242 and between officials and 
243 244 delegates. He argued the need for more thorough surveys and 

improved distribution of the journal and other material. 245 

By November, McHugh on a visit from Canberra, commented on the 

"improved organisation in the city area " 
246 

At the end of the year Mundey , summed up by saying that "it had 
247 been a very good year in more ways than one " 

One situation which caused the leadership concern was the widening 

rift between the old style A. L. P. members and the C. P. A. group . Minor 

elections for delegates to Labor Council and the B. T. G. or to the 

235 Interview : Bud Cook , 5 March 1978 . 
236 Ibid . 
237 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 12 March 1968 . 
238 Minutes : Executive Meet ing , 1 October 1968 . 
239 Document : Roster for Saturday Morning Work , 29 June to 2 August 1968. 
240 Minutes : General Meeting, 4 February 1969. 
241 Minutes: Executive Meeting , 11 February 1969 . 
242 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 3 September 1969 . 
243 Minutes : Organisers Meeting , 25 June 1969. 
244 Minutes: Executive Meeting, 3 September 1969 . 
245 Minutes : Organisers Meeting, 25 June 1969 . 
246 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 11 November 1969 . 
247 Minutes : Special Executive Meeting, 9 December 1969. 
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· 1 . . . 248 d . b b h Journa or picnic conunittees were ecided on y consensus ut w en 

a significant election for temporary organiser took place in April 1969 

Lynch nominated Maiurano while Cook nominated Bob Pringle.
249 

Although 

Pr ingle was in the A.L. P . he was younger and more in tune with the "new 

left" ideology of the C. P .A. group than were Lynch , Austin and Maiurano . 

Maiurano' s defeat in this election was really the end of the 

Lynch group ' s efforts on the Executive . Maiurano even ceased coming to 
. 250 . . . . 251 

meetings . Pringle acquitted himself well as a temporary organiser 
. . 252 . 

and when Arch Harding resigned as Presi dent , Pringle was the only 

nomination for the position. Don Crotty was elected unopposed to the 

vacancy on the Executive253 and Brian Hogan took Pringle ' s previous 
254 

position as Guardian unopposed . When Mundey visited the U. S. S . R. in 

April , "after some discussion with Bro . Lynch" the Executive appointed 
255 

Bud Cook once again as acting Secretary . With Joe Owens also 

included as a tempor a r y organiser , the pro-C . P. A. complexion of the 

Union became even more pronounced . 

248 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 16 January 1968 and General Meeting , 
16 January 1968 . 

249 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 8 April 1969 . 
250 Minutes : Executive Meeting, 8 July 1969 . 
251 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 20 May 1969 . 
252 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 8 July 1969 . He resigned on grounds of 

ill-health amid glowing tributes from the Executive . He had 
resigned as Federal Councillor in March and been replaced by 
Stephensen. 
Minutes : Executive Meeting, 26 March 1968 . Jack Mundey wrote in The 
Builders ' Labourer , December 1969 , p . 29 , "When the rank and file 
broke through and cleaned the right-wing out of the leadership it 
was Arch Harding ' s maturity that brought balance to the younger people 
involved ". This is strictly inaccurate as Harding was not elected 
until 1962 . Henneberry was the President in 1961 . 

253 Minutes : General Meeting , 2 September 1969. 
254 Minutes : Executive Meeting , 11 November 1969 . 
255 Minutes : Executive Meetings , 8 and 17 April 1969 . 










































































































































































